Mandalay Bay Shooting

DIVISION REPORTING: SE-39
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: SEAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017@2205
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: LV Blvd

NARRATIVE:

On 10/01/2017 I was on-duty as PD22 for the SEAC Patrol Investigations Enforcement squad, SE39. At approximately 2205 hours there was a STAR protocol 413 call on SE channel that had legitimate details so my squad began getting ready to assist. At about this time an officer came on the channel and excitedly announced that there was "automatic gunfire." Immediately the SEAC dispatcher announced that the radio traffic was from an officer working the Route 91 venue. I then got in my car and turned the channel to CCAC and then heard an officer talking with clearly audible automatic gunfire in the background. I responded Code 3 and parked my car on the street at Reno/Duke Ellington.

Upon arriving I began to see hundreds of patrons running towards me and the couple of patrol officers who had also stopped at Reno/Duke Ellington. Immediately noticeable was that many of the patrons running and screaming were injured with gunshot wounds and pleading for an ambulance and frantically asking where to go. There was a maintenance worker for the Howard Johnson Hotel property that was at the locked gate to the rear of the business that is backs up to Reno. I had the maintenance worker unlock the gate so we could funnel the running patrons and walking wounded to the property so it would get them out of the line of fire and to give paramedics a central point to treat those retreating.

I then moved up to Reno and Haven where there were more seriously wounded individuals. At this time a person in a pick-up truck asked if he could assist. I directed several wounded to the bed of the pick-up truck and instructed the driver to go to Sunrise Hospital with the wounded. Several more civilian vehicles came up and many more wounded were sent to the hospital. One of the vehicles was used to transport 3 subjects who were unconscious; this vehicle was told to go to UMC because of the severity of the injuries. The civilian driving the SUV was not from Las Vegas and was not familiar with UMC's location so I told the passenger to Google the directions; she did and they left. The private vehicles were used due to the few paramedic units that were there were immediately overwhelmed with the number of wounded.

After loading several cars there appeared to be numerous subjects either injured or huddled down near the business complex south of Reno on Haven. I responded there with an unknown patrol officer and directed several citizens to continue to Reno and go eastbound. It was there that the patrol officer and I noticed that two of the business suites had broken windows. We went to those office suites and challenged them and heard frantic voices inside. Inside each suite there was a patron with gunshot wounds accompanied by several others. Both the injured were put in a civilian's vehicle and instructed to go to Sunrise Hospital. Before
the injured left they instructed me and the patrol officer that they believed there was a 419 female in the parking lot; this female was found and was, in fact, 419. There were 2 other civilians with the 419 female but none of them were related to the 419 so they were directed to move away in a north east direction with the non-injured from the 2 suites that were cleared; again, to get away from any potential further gunfire.
I then moved up to the venue through the dirt parking lot onto Giles. There I found that numerous paramedics were there attending to the large amount of wounded. At about this time I heard radio traffic that there was another active shooter at the NY NY Hotel so I started moving North on foot. Then radio traffic came out that there was now a shooter inside the Tropicana Hotel. Because I was closer to the Tropicana Hotel I went there and met up with an unknown patrol officer. Both of us went inside the Tropicana Hotel and verified by talking to patrons and security officer's that the report of the shooting at the Tropicana was false. With this information we broadcast on the channel that it was Code 4 at the hotel.

Then another frantic broadcast came from a Vice Sgt. about an active shooter inside the Paris Hotel. At this point my other squad mates heard my radio call at the Tropicana Hotel so we met up there. Because of this, me, Officer Angulo, and Detective J. Campbell P# 13150 then drove to the Paris Hotel. Upon arrival we could see that many other teams were arrived so Detective Campbell and I got with security officers of the property and were led to the surveillance room to verify and confirm that no shooting had taken place as per the updated information. Shortly after, the shooter was reported 419 and the situation went into a more static situation.

I then returned back to the Reno/Duke Ellington area with my other squad mate K. Summers P# 14109. Officer Summers accompanied me back to the offices on Haven so I could make sure the 419 female had been retrieved or that at least someone knew her location (it was hidden); she had been retrieved. Officer Summers and I then noticed another business that had a broken window so we cleared that. This office suite did have 2 females that were hiding but did not have any injuries. They were directed to safety.
On October 1st, 2017, at approximately 2205 hours, I received an all-call Crisis Negotiation Team activation regarding an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino. The instructions directed CNT and SWAT to the CP/Staging Area at South Central Area Command. During the incident I was assigned as Assistant Team Leader. Upon arrival, I began to rally the CNT members and moved them into the SCAC briefing room where I began team member assignments. The briefing room was extremely congested and it became evident that we would need an isolated location.

Shortly after issuing assignments, CN Team Leader, Sgt. Bates identified a location more suitable to begin operations and quickly re-directed us to the old Communications building. Once the team members were accounted for, assignments were adjusted and CNT began the Intel gathering process. Sgt. Bates was assigned to the TOC and Det. Eric Ravelo and I began to manage the Intel generated by the CNT members. I remained assigned with the team while Det. Ravelo relayed critical information between the Tactical Operation Center and the Negotiation Operation Center.

The Intel slowly trickled in but once the suspect was identified, negotiators developed critical information regarding vehicles, addresses, associates and family members. Additionally, CNT developed information regarding a vehicle believed to contain explosives. The team later determined that the vehicle was in fact an autonomous vehicle (self-driving test vehicle) which explained several suspicious wires visible inside the vehicle. The information was provided to the ARMOR Section which was tasked with clearing the vehicle.

2017, at approximately 0600 hours, the momentum of the incident slowed as the agency moved toward the investigation phase. Due to the A/B roster being initiated, many members were released to report to their regular assignments as many had a report time of 0600 hours.

I returned to LVMPD Headquarters to assume responsibilities over the Recruiting Detail but was later reassigned to the DOC as Liaison. I remained assigned to the DOC in that capacity until we returned to regular shifts on 10/04/17.
On October 1st, 2017 at approximately 2150 hours, I, Lieutenant G. Munson P#5847 was called by Sergeant G. Jackson P#13418 (My grave yard Sgt), who advised that there was an active shooter in Convention Center Area Command and they needed area Lieutenants to assist with command and control. I self-deployed and responded to South Central Area Command putting myself on duty at approximately 2230 hours. I actually did not log on via dispatch until after 0200 hours due to the dynamic situation at hand when I arrived at the area command.

Once I arrived I called my other two Sergeants, who were also on their regular day off. Sergeant Ryan Horn P#8089 and Sergeant Bradley Walford P#8461 responded to my request to report to SCAC staging area for deployment in support of the Mandalay Bay shooting. Both were able to get all those fit for duty to respond and assist. Please refer to their officer reports under this event number for their mission objectives and deployment.

I was assigned by the Incident Commander to join forces with the Fire Department South Branch and start to deploy force protection strike teams. I ran several strike teams for several hours during the operational period until we had conformation of scene stabilization. During this operational period, we deployed approximately 10 strike teams into the affected area to save lives. Strike teams were also tasked with responding to calls for help which was coordinated through South Branch under a unified command made up of a Battalion Chief from Henderson and myself.

Each of my Sergeants were not under my command and control so for their actions during this operation please refer to their officer reports as already stated above.
On 10/1/17 at approximately 2300 hours, Sgt. Mark Misuraca P#5825, responded to the active shooter incident at the Mandalay Bay Casino. I reported to the Command Post at South Central Area Command and was assigned Strike Team 36 consisting of myself and two LVMPD officers; G. Stinnett P#8091 and J. Langenhan P#13742.

We were assigned to Southern Hills Hospital to interview victims and identify any witnesses. Information from the victims and witnesses was given to the CP and we also impounded some clothing removed from victims.
OFFICER'S REPORT

Active Shooter October 1st Route 91 Mandalay Bay Event

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: NWAC

DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: South Central Area Command

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2208

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Open Air Concert Across from Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino

NARRATIVE:

I Officer D'Angelo was off duty and at my home when I received a phone call from my ex-wife to turn on the T.V. and listen to my patrol radio reference an ongoing active shooter event at the Mandalay Bay. After briefly watching the event unfold and listening to my patrol radio I got into uniform and made my way to the command post at the east parking lot of the South Central Area Command just south of the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino. I approached Sgt. Shellie Clark who was writing on a patrol vehicle hood. I informed her I had been off duty, had logged myself on as 6V and was reporting for assignment. She told me to stand in one of the lines that were forming up nearby for strike teams. As I stood there waiting for deployment orders I was later pulled out of line by another Sgt. that was working in conjunction with Sgt. Clark. He introduced me to another officer from Ida area and asked us to head up to Northwest area command and answer calls for service. Operating as a two man unit we answered calls for service as ordered until relieved by dayshift oncoming units.

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/2017

Officer: Vincent D'Angelo

P#: 5787

Approved By:

Signature:
On 10/2/2017, I, Officer G. Sedminik, P # 5684, along with Officer Eddie Rossi, P #6758, operating as a marked patrol unit, two out of four, were dispatched to the Town Square Mall located at 6605 Las Vegas Boulevard S. in reference to a white pickup with blood on the outside. The event we were dispatched on is 171002-0804. The time of that call originated at 0652 hours and was called in by Town Square Security.

Details:

When officers arrived I located a white vehicle which was a 2016 Chevy Pickup with License Plate. Officers observed on the driver side rear outside was blood. Also observed was blood in the rear passenger seat of the Pickup. The registered owner was determined to be He works for after an initial investigation, and that it was determined that he was at the Route 91 event under Event # 171001-3579 working for

Officers were able to contact business who got ahold of and responded to the Town Square parking lot where his vehicle was at. stated that around 11:00 last night while he was working he had put his vehicle in a dirt lot near the event. When shots rang out he ran to assist officers and citizens in opening gates. When he returned, his vehicle was gone. It was determined that the vehicle was used possibly for an evacuation vehicle and left at the Town Square parking lot.

Officers reviewed video surveillance from Town Square Security which shows at approximately 2331 hours the Pickup was observed entering the parking lot and being parked. Approximately 20 minutes later two people got out of the vehicle and walked eastbound. The video surveillance is fuzzy and unable to identify the people who exited the vehicle.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Event #: 171001-3519

OR for Active Shooter

SUBJECT

DIVISION DIVISION OF
REPORTING: Tourist Safety DIVISION OF
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17, 2205 LOCATION OF
OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay

NARRATIVE:

This Officers Report is being documented per the Administrative Notice AN-017-17 titled Officers Report for Active Shooter.

I, Sergeant B. Whitmarsh, was off duty Sunday October 1st, 2017, and learned via a phone call of the active shooter situation. Based upon the magnitude of the incident and my belief that additional resources would be necessary, I decided to log on and respond to the Command Post at SCAC.

Shortly after I arrived at SCAC, strike teams began obtaining assignments and deploying to the New York New York Hotel and Casino, as citizens were reporting another shooting at this location. I linked up with one of those strike teams at the CP and responded to the NY NY Casino.

The team arrived at the NY NY Casino, and we proceeded to clear portions of the Casino and Zumanity Theater, before being advised there was a suspect/shooting in the park portion of the property outside. We cleared the park and heard radio traffic of an officer advising there was a shooting at the Paris Hotel and Casino.

We deployed as a strike team to the Paris, where we cleared portions of the casino and a club inside. Upon completing the initial search for suspects, and learning that several other strike teams inside did not locate any suspects, we positioned ourselves outside when dispatch again advised over the air of another citizen reporting a suspect with a rifle was walking into the employee entrance of the Bellagio Hotel and Casino.

We ran across LVBLV and entered the Bellagio. After searching parts of the interior, it was determined that the call was unfounded.

The strike proceeded to assist with Force Protection at Las Vegas Blvd/ Tropicana however I was contacted by my Lieutenant and responded to the CP at DTAC, since the critical infrastructure within the confines of DTAC was also a concern.

Date and Time of Report: 10/06/17, 2000 Officer: Brett Whitmarsh P# 5645

Approved By: Officer: ________________ P# ________________

LVMPD 82 (Rev.8/01) WORD 2010
Officer's Report:

Subject: Officer's Report For Active Shooter at the Route 91 Festival

Division Reporting: Tourist Safety Division / SOB
Division of Occurrence: Tourist Safety Division / CCAC

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/17 & 2208 Hours
Location of Occurrence: "The Village Lot" 3901 South Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109

Narrative:
On October 1, 2017 at approximately 2208 hours, Officer R. Nogues P#5622 responded to the LVMPD Action Room (DOC) to support Command Staff in setting up the DOC in response to the Active Shooter situation at the Route 91 Harvest Festival event at the MGM Village Lot located at 3901 South LV Blvd. Responsibilities for our team included coordinating DOC resource response, assisting with HQ security and creating a staffing model (A/B Rosters) for the next 48-96 hours based on Command Staff direction. Events Planning Section was also tasked with coordinating Watch Commander and DOC Captain IAP's for the same period.

As events unfolded, Events Planning was also tasked with building IAP's for staffing 24/7 coverage of crime scenes (shooting site, 32nd floor, Family Resource Center at the Convention Center and the Coroner's Office). We staffed approximately 30 Officers every 12 hour shift from October 2nd through October 16th as of this OR.

Date and Time of Report: 10/11/17 1400hrs
Officer: R. Nogues P#: 5622

Approved By: Officer: P#: SIGNATURE:
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Event #: 171001-3519

Route 91 Shooting
SUBJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVISION REPORTING:</th>
<th>SVAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE:</td>
<td>CCAC / BA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| DATE & TIME OCCURRED: | 10/01/17 |
| LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: | Mandalay Bay/ UMC |

NARRATIVE:

On 10-1-17, Lt. Jeff Goodwin P#7524 (736) had secured from an overtime event at T Mobile. As I was leaving the station parking lot I was informed by Sgt. Jesse Roybal P#7523 (749) that his squad was being mobilized for an active shooter taking place on the Las Vegas Strip. I then turned on my radio and heard the radio traffic that was being broadcasted on CCAC's channel.

I returned to the station, logged back on and began changing back into uniform. Sgt Bilyeu (SV34) advised dispatch via radio for my squad to begin shutting traffic down on Charleston between the I-15 and Shadow Lane as to create an ingress/egress for incoming ambulatory personnel and, as I would soon find out, civilian vehicles who would be transporting the wounded to UMC Trauma.

As SV34 squad was securing the route, I responded to UMC Trauma because I heard numerous supervisors on scene of the shooting. As I arrived, I saw a tremendous amount of ambulances and civilian vehicles in the trauma bay unloading the injured. I saw Capt. Robert Plummer on scene. I started to assist him with command and control of UMC and Valley hospital.

Both officers were brought to UMC and Valley hospital. All the proper notifications were made about them being injury on duty. Several off duty officers arrived to assist. NLVPD and Henderson sent units to UMC. I directed NVLPD and one metro officers to form strike teams. Several teams were deployed to the strip on related calls.

Around 0200 hours, I took over command of UMC as Captain Plummer was needed at DOC. I remained on scene until 0600.

Eventually the swing shift officers were secured from their positions on Charleston and it was opened back up and they began handling calls for service until 0600. Day shifts maintain control of the inner perimeter around UMC.

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/17 2210
Officer: Lt J Goodwin
P#: 5599

Approved By:
Officer: ____________________________
P#: ________________

Signature: ____________________________
At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the teams to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP). My assignment that night was as a member of the Crisis Negotiation Team and to gather intelligence. Upon arrival at the SCAC, I began to coordinate with my team members to gather intelligence. This was my mission for the duration of the incident.

My specific assignment was to begin calling individuals whom had called 911 and possibly had further information. I contacted the following people:

- Stated he did not see anyone shooting but was ok and barricaded in place. No answer, voicemail left.
- Advised he was ok, did not see any suspects and was hiding in 4 Seasons Boiler Room with 40 other people.
- Advised was Ok and hiding with 4 other people on 2nd floor of the Tropicana. Did not witness shooter.
- Thought she observed suspect with black BDU pants on standing calmly while everyone else was running. Was lying on floor, did not see a weapon, just thought because the person wasn't running that they were possibly shooting.
- Was standing in the VIP area and heard the shots. Not injured and waiting at an unknown airport building.
- In white semi-truck, parked at 105 E. Reno, and heard shots on east side of venue. Believed shooting was from East side of concert area.
- Advised was ok, and was hiding at the Tropicana Laugh Factory. Did not see shooting but thought it came from the stage area.
- Advised was Ok, in his room on 30th floor of Mandalay Bay, room 245. Thought shooting was from a room close to him. He described if you were standing at his door the shooting sounded like it was coming from the rooms to the left (facing his door).
I then located a phone number and spoke to [redacted], who stated that Marilou Danley is his ex-sister-in-law. Marilou was married to [redacted] brother. [redacted] provided a phone number for [redacted] as [redacted]. C.N. Parenteau attempted to call this phone number numerous times and the calls all went unanswered. C.N. Parenteau left voicemails for [redacted] to call back and he has not.

On October 2, 2017, at approximately 0540 hours, as the momentum had slowed I was released from the scene in case another callout occurred.
Mandalay Bay Active Shooter

NARRATIVE:

At approximately 2250 hours, on 10/01/2017, Det. S. Baker P#5571, was notified by Sgt. R. Dockery P#5589 of an active shooter event at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino located at 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd. Sgt. Dockery advised me to respond to the command post located at SCAC and to contact DC Jones and to help coordinate the Counter Terrorism unit's response.

Upon my arrival at SCAC at approximately 2320 hours, I was advised by DC Jones to link up with LVMPD Intel Lt. J. Prosser P#7554, and to assist her unit. At this time myself, Det. S. Enriquez (NLVPD), Det. J. Kesterson (HPD), and Det. C. Stuart P#14193, were advised by Lt. Prosser to move with Sgt. J. Herring P#5241 and his detectives to the Mandalay Bay Security/ Surveillance room, in order to begin relaying information to the command post. Upon our arrival at the security office we coordinated with security to get room information for Stephen Paddock; conduct initial lock interrogations for these rooms, as well as beginning to obtain all security and surveillance video containing the suspect, as well as attempting to determine if Paddock had coordinated or arrived at the hotel with any other individuals.

While at this location we were advised by hotel security that the suspect’s minivan had been located in the valet parking portion of the Mandalay Bay hotel. Myself, Sgt. Herring, and several Intel detectives moved to the location of the van, cleared the parking garage, and then cleared the vehicle, ensuring a second suspect who was believed outstanding was not hiding in the vehicle. While clearing the vehicle several bags were observed in the passenger area as well as the trunk of the vehicle. At this point our team created a perimeter away from the vehicle and requested patrol relief as well as K-9 and Armor units. This vehicle was later determined to contain ammunition and explosive material.

Our team subsequently returned to the surveillance room and continued to attempt to obtain video of the suspect or any accomplices, as well as relaying information to the command post. During this time period Det. Stuart was also coordinating with the Mandalay Bay and other casinos in an attempt to retrieve gaming records for the suspect. At approximately 0900 on 10/02/2017, myself and the CT detectives assigned with me were released from duty until the following day.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Mandalay Bay Shooting

Subject:

Division Reporting: ODB/Academy
Division of Occurrence: Patrol

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/2017 2200
Location of Occurrence: Mandalay Bay Hotel/Route 91

NARRATIVE:

FYI:
On 10-01-2017, Sgt. A. Bricker p# 6941, was assigned to overtime at the Las Vegas Golden Knights hockey preseason game/traffic control. This included the side periphery streets around the area including parts of Frank Sinatra Drive which encompassed some of the Luxor property abutting Mandalay bay (geographical location only). The assignment hours were 1300-2100 hours. At approx. 2045 hours the assigned units were cleared by T Mobile overtime command. I did a cursory drive through of the area including LV BLVD & Reno, abutting the "route 91 Harvest festival" grounds. I left the area at approx. 2100 hours.

I arrived home at approx. 2140 hours. At approx. 2234 hrs. I received a text message from one of my Academy TAC Officers, Glenn Obsenares, stating "Active Shooter at Mandalay Bay and Route 91 concert".

We immediately began a group chat within our squad, ODB 12, to develop a response plan. The decision I made was that myself and two officers, Glenn Obsenares P#12895 and Mike Mendez P# 13959 would self-deploy and use applicable MACTAC plans. The remaining elements/ officers of my squad would not deploy as we have an academy in session with 38 recruits, they would also act as a reserve team if needed. The recruits report time was at 0600 the following morning and they would need direction and guidance if we had not cleared the scene by the recruits report time. This was also done in case we needed secondary LVMPD response teams as well as recruit command and control.

Myself, and both Officer(s) Mendez and Obsenares, got in uniform including tactical items we had in our homes and went en-route to the scene. At this time the scene was greatly expanding out and away from Mandalay Bay/Route 91 as radio traffic and details began coming in more quickly. The details were reporting possible additional suspects as well as bomb threat and concerns information, up and down the strip. This caused me to consider secondary attack locations including areas of vital importance such as our hospitals. I drove N/B on the 115 and observed parts of the 15 to be closed as what looked like a possible Motorcycle crash had also occurred with presumed serious injuries. NHP had control of the highway for as far North as I could observe as well.

As communication between myself and my officers continued I arrived at the area of Mandalay Bay. The area was impassable and congested and much of my pathway was blocked by vehicles and people and did not appear obtainable from the west side of Mandalay Bay. I could however observe a large contingency of officers at the scene and other marked units converging on the scene. As I communicated with my team via cell; radio information continued to come in. I made the decision, with the continual information I had, 10 possibly dead
and unknown amount injured that there was potential that this may not be an isolated incident. At that point the active shooting had ceased at the Mandalay Bay/Route 91 area.

My concern was that there may be a reality this event may encompass multiple attackers and or secondary terrorist attacks. Weighing our resources and responses to the scene of the original attack as SWAT was deploying and convergence by additional resources I made the decision to rally at UMC hospital and augment what other forces may be there or develop command and control there. Radio traffic was still at a premium. I made this decision based on the factors I knew and also what I didn't know. I needed a rally location both officers could get to in their POV's and that they could find me so we could merge as injured officers may be travelling there and or strike teams may need to deploy from a central location. It was unknown if the attack was expanding or not and due to multiple reports coming in of explosive devices and secondary shooters it was imperative to secure secondary "soft targets".

Officer Mike Mendez made a sound tactical decision and stopped at the academy to obtain additional tactical gear and a marked LVMPD Police SUV. This decision was a great tactical decision and helped the team throughout the night as it provided us with many more tactical and operational plans and abilities in addition to readily recognizable visibility. Upon our arrival at UMC, a command and control area had already been stood up and functioning. Contact was made with the IC at the scene. My team was asked to augment the security inside both the UMC trauma area and the Valley hospital area. A very solid outside perimeter appeared to have been in place and ingress and egress was controlled. I assigned Officer M. Mendez to Valley hospital along with Officer G. Obsenares. I went into UMC. We were given a secondary mission of obtaining a count of the known injured and or deceased - at that time. I was able to retrieve 36 known injured at UMC and Valley hospital had no count at that time of the injured, however they did confirm one deceased. After assisting with command and control inside the hospitals we were then asked to go to LVMPD Headquarters as they needed assistance with command and control and site security.

We then re located to HQ. Upon arrival I made contact with Sergeants on scene controlling the inner perimeter and interior of HQ. A plan was devised that I would command the outer perimeter of HQ with a multi LVMPD area command strike team. Officers Mendez and Obsenares posted in tactical positions across the street, East side of MLK near Walker furniture, to maintain over watch site security and provide cover for officers operating within the HQ area. Our duties were multi focused. A primary duty we had was site and HQ security as well as to meet all citizens coming to HQ, assure they made it safely into headquarters and that they were not potential threats. We also had the responsibility of confirming no suspects or possible threats entered the area via vehicle. We maintained and controlled all ingress and egress points and site over watch throughout the night until we were relieved at approx. 0800 hrs. by a NEAC squad.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Event #: 171001-3519

Route 91 Festival Active Shooter

DIVISION REPORTING: Overton Resident
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: Convention Center

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2208 Hours
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S LAS VEGAS BLVD

NARRATIVE:

This Officer's Report is in regards to the Route 91 Country Music Festival active shooter.

On 10/01/17, Officer N. Bradford P#6974 was working as Overton Resident Unit 8704. At approximately 2210 hours on that day I became aware of an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay.

On 10/02/17 at 0038 hours while on duty I was called by Sgt. B. Empey P# 4402 in reference to the active shooter. Empey instructed me to start towards Mesquite Nevada to meet up with Mesquite Police. I was the only Overton Resident officer on duty at the time so it was my responsibility to liaison with Mesquite PD. I was told that the suspected active shooter, Stephen Paddock had a residence at 1372 Babbling Brooke in Mesquite. Mesquite PD was watching the house and we were asked to go there to assist Mesquite PD with keeping an eye on the house while Metro detectives were on their way from Las Vegas.

I arrived in the Babbling Brooke area at approximately 0120 hours on Monday 10/02/17. I met Mesquite PD at Prominence Rd at Flat Top Mesa Rd where we created an incident command post and staging area for incoming units from Las Vegas, North Las Vegas and Mesquite PD. Paddock's house was being watched by four plain clothes Mesquite PD units. I was in my black and white patrol vehicle so I did not want to get too close, possibly alerting anyone who may have been at the house. Sgt. Empey arrived at the command post location at approximately 0149 hours. While at that location we also ensured no vehicle or pedestrian traffic was allowed in the area as we did not know what dangers may have been in Paddock's house. We also worked with Mesquite PD to ensure media news outlets were staged in a safe location.

At the command post, Empey and I acted as liaisons between Metro and Mesquite PD until Metro detectives arrived on scene. Along with Metro Detectives, Metro's Armor Unit and, North Las Vegas SWAT responded to execute a search warrant on Paddock's house. At approximately 0530 hours I was relieved of my post by Officer C. Estes P# 5129. I went back to Overton and logged off at 0612 hours on 10/02/17. My regular working hours are 1500 to 0100 hours. Due to the nature of the call and our purpose in being there, I never considered the time. I feel that my role in the whole event is insignificant as I learned of all the devastation that occurred at the actual scene, especially as I found out about the casualties, the injured and especially knowing some of my very close friends were officers at the scene.

Date and Time of Report: 10/09/17
Officer: N. Bradford
P# 6974

Approved By: __________________________
Officer: __________________________
P#: __________________________
Route 91 Active Shooter Incident

Subject: Community Policing / EAC

Date & Time Occurred: 10-01-17 @ 2200 Hours

Location of Occurrence: Mandalay Bay Festival Grounds

Narrative:

376WC2 Lieutenant Brian Cole # 6975

On 10/01/17, I was briefing EAC graveyard officers prior to logging on for our shift. In the middle of our briefing, Detective Todd Ashworth came into the briefing room and advised us all that there was an active shooter at the Route 91 Festival.

I immediately told everyone to log on and for our in the box squad led by Sergeant Hee to head down to the active shooter location. I then also logged on and was assigned as WC2 for the night. Due to being WC2 and knowing that I am responsible for the valley when the WC is busy with an incident, I attempted to contact WC Lieutenant Gordon to see how I could be utilized. My first attempts to contact Lt Gordon were not successful so I headed down to SCAC and was able to get him on the phone. Lt Gordon stated that he needed a Lieutenant to assist by going with a strike team to the NYNY where there was reports of another active shooter.

I then made contact with Lt. Hank whom was handling assignments for strike teams and told him I needed a strike team. He assigned strike team 9 to me which consisted of officers from NEAC swing shift that did not have a Sergeant in their element. The strike team and myself loaded into three vehicles and tactically made our way down Las Vegas Boulevard to the NYNY.

Once we arrived at the NYNY we made entry and cleared the entire casino floor as well as met up with strike team 4. There was no active shooter located and it was determined that the confusion came from wounded individuals coming from the Route 91 Festival back to NYNY.

With no one being allowed to head south on Las Vegas Boulevard we worked with NYNY security and staff to utilize the Nine Fine Irishmen Pub / Restaurant as a place for displaced individuals to safely congregate until it was clear for them to head to their hotels south of NYNY. We maintained communication with the surrounding hotels and when it was possible escorted groups of people to their hotels in order to minimize the number of displaced subjects within the NYNY.

We remained on post at the NYNY until a little after 0800 when we were assigned relief from dayshift and I returned to the staging area to assist with the transfer of command to dayshift Lt. Fama.

Date and Time of Report: 10-10-17 @ 0010 Hours

Officer: Lt. Brian Cole

Signature: ____________________________
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Active Shooter – Route 91 Festival Response and Action

SUBJECT:

DIVISION REPORTING: Investigative Services Division
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: Community Policing Division

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 at 2208 hrs
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd

NARRATIVE:

This Officer's report is to document the response and actions taken by Sexual Assault Swings (SAS36 – Homicide Sex Crimes Bureau) sergeant and detectives for the active shooter of the Route 91 Festival on October 1, 2017.

Involved Officer's:
Homicide Sex Crimes Bureau/Sexual Assault & Abuse Detail
Sexual Assault Swings (SAS36)
Sergeant Blake Smith P# 4712 Call Sign: 525SC
Detective Todd Katowich P# 6380 Call Sign: SC54
Detective Michael Fortunato P# 6978 Call Sign: SC52
Detective Arturo Martinez P# 7775 Call Sign: SC51

Details:

I, Detective Fortunato, was notified through a valley wide administrative message (AM) that there was an active shooter coming from the Mandalay Hotel Tower under ev#3519. As a result I notified my squad via cellphone I was responding and the command post (CP) was at South Central Area Command (SCAC). We all responded from various locations in the valley.

I arrived to the CP and guided my squad to the CP from the south. I was immediately assigned to CP security by LT. Rader P# 6099 to keep a separation from the staging and CP personnel. As time went on I was assigned to LT. Hank P# 6886 to assist in documenting, tracking and sending out strike teams.

The remaining members of my squad was ultimately assigned as Strike Team 27 to the Mandalay Bay Fire Control Room at the order of the CP Executive Staff and the request of the Executive Mandalay Bay Staff.

We maintain these positions until relieved of our duties at 0700 hrs on October 2, 2017.

Date and Time of Report: 10/09/2017 at 1815 hrs
Officer: Detective Michael Fortunato P#: 6978

Approved By: Sgt. Blake Smith P# 4712
Officer: __________________________ P#: __________________________
Mandalay Bay Active Shooter

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17, 2205 hours
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV, NV 89119

NARRATIVE:
On 10/01/17, at approximately 2330 hours, I was informed about the active shooter situation and advised to respond to SCAC substation, by Sgt. Peck P# 5112. Upon arriving at SCAC, I was assigned to Strike Team 44, supervised by Sgt. Peck. Strike Team 44 was subsequently assigned to provide police protection in the area of Wynn Resort.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICER'S REPORT

Event #: 171001-3519

Active Shooter at Route 91 Harvest Festival

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: Tourist Safety/Airport Bureau
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety/Airport Bureau

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 @ 2300 hours
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: McCarran Int'l Airport, 5757 Wayne Newton Blvd. LVN 89119

NARRATIVE:

Officers Involved:
Sgt. J. Hansen P#7017
PO-II H. Navarro P#4052
PO-II B. Berghuis P#4154
PO-II S. Mancuso P#4426
PO-II T. Cummings P#4437
PO-II S. Thomas P#4718
PO-II A. Underwood P#6200
PO-II G. Bello P#6739
PO-II L. Gonzalez P#7188
PO-II M. Cruz P#5828

Synopsis:
The listed officers were called out to McCarran International Airport after an active shooter began killing concert attendees at the Route 91 Harvest Festival's outdoor venue across the street from McCarran airport. The listed officers responded after being called out to assist in the incident. The listed officers cleared, secured the airport, adjacent charter terminals, aircraft hangers, and airfield. In the process officers rescued over 300 victims. Obtaining medical, shelter, and transportation as needed.

Details:
The above listed officers upon arrival were broken up into two-man elements to systematically search and secure McCarran International airport after it was breached by concert attendees attempting to escape the actions of the active shooter located on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Hotel & Casino.

Officers cleared and secured, the airfield, Signature Charter Terminal, Atlantic Charter Terminal, Maverick Helicopter Charter terminal, Sands Hanger, Sheldon Adelson's Hanger, surrounding builds, and fence line.

Officers of these two-man elements subsequently located over 300 concert attendees who had escaped from the shooter, barricading themselves in the above listed locations. Officers secured them and provided medical, shelter, and transportation as needed.

Date and Time of Report: 10/06/2017 @ 12:19
Officer: B. Berghuis    P#: 4154

Approved By: Sgt. J. Hansen P#7017
Officer: H. Navarro    P#: 4052

Signature: ____________________________
Mandalay Bay shooting response

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: GVB

DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: CIU

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10-01-17 2230hrs

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: Russell/ Las Vegas Blvd

NARRATIVE:

On 10-01-17 I, Detective S. Bourque P#7045, was at my home. I had taken the day off since I had been “owed” a day off. This was my normal day to work but I was home. At the time of the event I was on a jog/run. During my run I started to receive text messages from a fellow officer about an event involved on the strip.

I first read that there was an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay. I then was called by my supervisor, Sergeant A. Burnett. He then explained there was a shooter at the Mandalay Bay and directed me to come in due to the events that were going on.

I then ran home, collected my gear and headed into work. I was directed by my supervisor to respond to the SCAC. Upon arrival I connected with my team at the staging area. We were assigned as Strike Team 35.

We were deployed to the Luxor in order to assist with Armor and units at this location who were investigating a car that had wires coming out of it. Upon arrival it was learned this vehicle was not an issues needing attention from LE any further.

We were then assigned to check the perimeter of the concert event area. Once that assignment was completed we were assigned to provide security as a Strike team for the Treasure Island Casino. My team posted up as security at the main entrance/Valet area and conducted security until relieved by day shift officers.

Date and Time of Report: 10-11-17 2200hrs

Officer: Det. S. Bourque

P#: 7045
On the above date and time, Detective E. Honea P#7059, was on call as a LVMPD Crisis Negotiator, off duty at home, when I received a phone call from an off duty Kansas City Police Department (KCPD) officer, who was visiting Las Vegas attending the Route 91 Music Festival, with another off duty KCPD officer, was relaying information to me that there was an unknown person firing an automatic rifle into the crowd of the festival. I could hear the sound of the automatic rifle firing in the background. As I immediately began to gather my tactical vest with police marking and rifle, I asked if she could see the suspect or determine where the suspect was located. was unable to determine either fact and said that she and her friend were trying to escape the venue to safety.

After hanging up with , I proceeded to the incident location in my department issued take home vehicle with my emergency equipment activated, while monitoring the radio traffic on South Central Area Command (SCAC) patrol channel. My route from home consisted of traveling east bound on Russell Road from Buffalo. As I approached Russell and the I-15 overpass I observed that vehicles were turning east bound onto Russell towards Las Vegas Boulevard, from north and southbound I-15, potentially entering into the suspect's line of fire. I also noticed there was a traffic unit approaching my location from the west on Russell. I blocked the traffic from exiting the I-15 until the traffic unit arrived and could take over traffic control.
At approximately 2211 hours, I could still hear the automatic rifle fire and radio traffic stating the shooter was at an elevated position from the Mandalay Bay. Information was also being relayed over the radio of a shooter within and to the east of the venue. I determined the best course of action was to proceed to the area of Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulevard. As I approached the Tropicana Hotel, I saw people running from the hotel in panic. Based on the radio traffic that there were potentially additional suspects on foot and the direction and panic of the crowd, I pulled into the valet area of the Tropicana and exited my vehicle.

At approximately 2213 hours, while in the valet area I attempted to gather further information from as to any additional suspects and descriptions, but neither were able to provide additional information, other than being in a safe area by the Tropicana hotel. After determining that there was no immediate threat at the Tropicana Hotel, I began directing citizens to leave the area to the east on Tropicana and north to the MGM or Koval. While doing so, I noticed four or five citizens taking shelter alongside my department vehicle.

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP). I advised the citizens sheltering by my vehicle to proceed east and over to the MGM. I then responded to the CP by traveling west on Tropicana to the 115 to Russell to the CP. Upon arrival at the SCAC, I transitioned from a tactical first responder and life safety to that of a Crisis Negotiator and began to work towards gathering intelligence regarding the suspect, any additional suspects, and/or motives. This was my mission for the duration of the incident.

On October 2, 2017, at approximately 0430 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed. Due to the A/B roster being initiated, I was informed by my regular duty acting sergeant, Kyle Toomer, of a report time of 0600 hours. I was then released from my duties as a Crisis Negotiator and subsequently reported for duty with the LVMPD Robbery Section.
Mandalay Bay Active Shooter

DIVISION REPORTING: Tourist Safety Division
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. LVBLD-Mandalay Bay

NARRATIVE:

Shortly after the shooting had begun I received a phone call from my Lt, advising me of the situation and told me to get my team together and report to the CP at SCAC.

Upon my, and my team's arrival, we were sent to UNLV to assist Homicide with obtaining voluntary statement from anyone that was at the concert.

As we arrived there were already a couple of hundred evacuees inside UNLV as they had already opened their doors to the basketball stadium. With more and more people coming in bus loads, approximately 1200-1400 people, I realized that there was a need for an Incident Commander to facilitate the needs of the evacuees, as well as the investigators. There were two other sergeants, one from Homicide (Sgt Sanford) and one from Intel (Sgt. McGrath) with me. We were the only rank at this location, aside from a UNLV sergeant and Lieutenant. I realized that I needed to take on the role of IC for this location but due to other needs at the CP I stayed off of the radio as much as possible, and not wanting to confuse an already chaotic situation, never advised the CP of my role. However, people at UNLV needed someone in charge to get the things they needed done. Therefore, I fell into that role, as the Homicide sergeant was busy coordinating witness statements.

I requested and facilitated: food, water and other supplies as well as coordinating the release/evacuation of the evacuees from UNLV back to the hotel once the BLVD opened back up.

The seasoned detectives that were there with me, on my team as well as the homicide detectives, moved into gear and when they saw the need for something they either made it happen or came to me and I did my best to make it happen: to include a system of separating witnesses into different sections within the stadium, to a system of how to pass out voluntary statements and pens, to getting UNLV to get supplies so that the evacuees could be a little more comfortable, to asking for phone charges so people could get connected with worried/lost loved ones, and getting the buses that brought everyone there to return to transport them back.

Date and Time of Report: 10/11/17 0950
Officer: Beth Carroll
P#: 7060

Approved By: __________________________
Officer: __________________________
P#: __________________________
Mandalay Bay Shooting

Subject:

Division Reporting: ODB/FTTU

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/17

Location of Occurrence: Mandalay Bay

NARRATIVE:

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2215 hours I was lying in bed when a retired LVMPD Detective son called me screaming that he was at the Route 91 concert being shot at, and that the person next to him was dead. I immediately started to listen on the Broadcastify app and I could hear the shooting in the radio transmissions from the officers. I text my officers whom are all FTTU/Range staff, and let them know there was an active shooter. Within a few minutes I contacted Lt. Rader who said that if we were free that we could respond. Then, I had a call from Officer Darren Watson # 6361 who said that we could have armored vehicles respond to help if needed. While listening to more reports of possible assailants at other properties I authorized him to send the armored personnel carriers to SCAC. I then contacted Lt. Rader at the CP and notified him, and also called into dispatch to make them aware. Here are the officers that responded to shooting from home.

Officer Contreras, Aaron # 12971
Officer Jennings, Jason # 8178
Officer Laws, Russell # 5835
Officer Lerud, Kenn # 7573
Officer Stevens, Greg # 13907
Officer Watson, Darren # 6361
Officer Word, Jon # 6635
Sgt. Romprey, Shawn # 7062

We all responded under our own free will to try and help in any way possible, and we all believed that it was a multiple assailant attack based on the radio traffic. We all responded to the CP, located at SCAC and were part of Strike Team 30. Originally we were split into ST 30/ ST 30A, and our focus was to roam the strip from Tropicana to Russell, and ST 30A Tropicana to Harmon. ST 30A continued their detail until 0630. ST 30 was later reassigned to the Route 91 scene. We were told to secure the property, by taping up all the entrances/ exits with crime scene tape. We then posted up on the N/W corner to keep the scene secure and assist with pedestrian traffic. We stayed on post until approximately 0500 hours when we were relieved by other officers.

Date and Time of Report: 10/07/17 1440

Officer: S. Romprey  # 7062

Approved By: Lt. R. Rader
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES:

Sgt. D. Webb P# 4391
Det. W. Majors P# 7089

Victims interviewed at Valley Hospital:
Details:
On 10/02/17 at approximately 0100 hours, I Bolden Area Command Sergeant Detective D. Webb P# 4391 was contacted by Detective Snodgrass reference an active shooter incident that occurred at the "Route 91 Festival" across the street from the Mandalay Bay located at 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Detective Snodgrass was calling me per Captain Plummer and told to get my squad together and head to the hospital to start identifying victims and getting statements from them.

Due to the extensive injuries of various victims, either due to being heavily medicated or having blood on their hands I was not able to get written statements. I was able to get recorded taped statements with most of the victims. The following is a summary of those statements and is not verbatim;
I made contact with [redacted] who stated that he was in front of the main stage when he originally heard loud pops. He was shot 4 times in the chest which caused him to fly back 15 feet. [redacted] stated he didn't see where the shots were coming from and was unable to give a taped statement due to his chest injuries.

I made contact with [redacted] who stated that he is a Logistics Officer with the National Guard. He stated he and his wife were 30 meters away from the center stage heard fire crackers and remembers taking automatic gun fire from multiple directions. He then got on top of his wife to protect her. He stated that the gun fire was coming from approx. 500 meters away from his position. He stated that his wife got hit in the right leg and he got hit in the right elbow, buttock and right knee. Harp stated that he was able to get to the hospital with the help of a citizen in pick-up truck.

I made contact with [redacted] who stated that she was standing on the left side of the stage on the grass next to the alcohol. She originally heard fire crackers believed that the gunfire was coming from the Mandalay Bay. She saw a flashing light from Mandalay Bay which was consistent from the popping noise from the gun. She then saw people falling down and she got shot a total of 8 times: 1 time in the right leg, 1 time in the left leg and 6 times in the back. [redacted] was with her boyfriend who was grazed in the back of the head.

I made contact with [redacted] who stated that she was standing on the right side of the stage when she heard the shots coming from either Mandalay Bay or Luxor hotel. She thought the shots were fireworks till she was hit in the left shoulder though and through. She believed there were multiple shooters due to the amount of people that were getting shot.

I made contact with [redacted] who state he was fifty feet from the stage on the right side and was grazed in the neck and believed the shots were coming from the right of his position near the Luxor but didn't see any muzzle flash. [redacted] stated that the shooter emptied a magazine and paused for enough time to reload another magazine and began shooting again.

I made contact with [redacted] who was with [redacted]. She stated she was with her husband who was shot in the chest and arm and unable to talk due to his injuries. They were to the right of the stage approx. near the neon flags before the shooting started. [redacted] stated that the gun fire sounded like fireworks at first and then he saw a flash coming from the Mandalay Bay on the 30th floor and then saw people dropping. He stated he believed there was only one shooter and stated that it sounded like a 30 round magazine was emptied and a pause as if the shooter reloaded and began to fire again. This repeated approx. 2 more times.

I made contact with [redacted] who was with his son. [redacted] stated he was not hit but his son was hit in the right rear shoulder unable to give a statement due to his injuries. [redacted] stated he believed he saw a green flash possible tracers rounds coming from the Mandalay Bay. [redacted] stated his wife was also hit in the buttocks and released from another hospital.

The above interviews were saved on my computer and not transcribed till I hear from Homicide Detail. We copied the names of these victims down on voluntary statements and they were given to Sgt Houchen and he stated they were taken to HQ.
Route 91 Active Shooter

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: ISD

DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: ISD

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2202 hrs.

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV NV 89119

NARRATIVE:

SYNOPSIS:

Active Shooter from the Mandalay Bay Hotel during the Route 91 Harvest Fest resulting with mass casualties and MACTAC response.

DETAILS:

I, G. Munoz P#7137, was at home on my RDO’s when I received a text message at about 2202 hrs. in reference to an active shooter at Mandalay Bay. Several seconds later we were notified by our Sgt. For any available personnel to respond to the CP. I immediately donned my tactical gear and proceeded to SCAC CP. Upon my arrival Sgt. Burnett and Sgt. Perry organized Strike Team #35 which consisted of 11 members from Gang Unit Squad G30, CIU, and North Las Vegas Police Department Officers. We were assigned to provide security around a potential VBID at Reno and Las Vegas Blvd just west of. The vehicle was later deemed safe and our Team staged at this location awaiting further instructions. Our team was later deployed to provide security at the Treasure Island Hotel/Casino until we were relieved by day shift Units.
On October 1st, 2017 I responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant L. Reyes p# 13129 and call sign of 800. This response was regarding the active assailant incident under LVMPD event LLV171001003519. We deployed from SEAC to SCAC as an in the box squad which was directed by Captain John Pelletier. Upon our arrival at SCAC, I assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post in the front parking lot of SCAC. Once command was transferred from my Sergeant to Captain John Pelletier, we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3. Our mission was to arrive at and clear the ground floor of the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post. There were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report. After we secured the casino, we were directed to gain access to the T-Mobile arenas surveillance system and establish site security for the T-Mobile arena and the Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino. Once dayshift officers logged on, we were relieved from our post and secured for the day.
On 10/01/2017, Officer E. Nahum P#15484 came in to assist with the ongoing critical incident at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino. Initially I responded to the Paris Hotel and Casino to assist with one of the possible active shooter calls, then responded to the Bellagio Hotel and Casino to a second possible active shooter call and finally to Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd to assist with force protection teams with medical personnel.

Date and Time of Report: 10/06/2017
Officer: E. Nahum
P#: 15484

Approved By: 
Officer: 
P#: 
Signature: 
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Active Shooter at Mandalay Bay

Subject: Tourist Safety Division

Division Reporting: Tourist Safety Division

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/2017 2200

Location of Occurrence: 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV NV, 89109

NARRATIVE:

On October 1st, 2017, Officer Oroarke P# 15489, assigned to squad CC32B, was off duty on a regular day off. While at home, at approximately 2200 hours I received a group message stating there was an active shooter in the Mandalay Bay Hotel. I grabbed my patrol radio to listen to radio traffic to confirm. Upon hearing the radio traffic, I immediately left my home and drove to Convention Center Area Command, arriving at 2230 hours to meet with my squad, who had all decided to immediately respond to the incident. I dressed out into tans and immediately jumped into a car with 2 other squad members, A. Ziros and E. Nahum. We logged on en-route as 7m90.

As we were rolling code, we heard radio traffic regarding an active shooter in the Paris hotel. We immediately diverted to the Paris and upon arrival, joined up with another squad and entered the property to begin clearing and searching for the shooter. After receiving info that the shooting was unfounded, we responded across the street to the Bellagio Hotel after hearing radio traffic regarding another shooter in the Bellagio property.

After making entry and again receiving info that the Bellagio was clear, we went back to our car and rallied up with the rest of squad at the Casualty Collection Point at Tropicana/Las Vegas Blvd. upon arrival we made contact with Sgt. Heldt to receive orders and report that we had arrived off duty. Myself and multiple other members of my squad were assigned as a force protection team. For the rest of the night, we stood by ready to respond as a forcepro team, however we were never activated.

Towards the end of the night we began conducting traffic control. We were eventually released at the Command Post at approximately 0700 on 10/2/2017.
On 10/01/17, at approximately 2300 hours, I, Officer S. Black P# 15494, was dispatched to the UMC Hospital at 1800 W. Charleston, in reference to the shooting at Route 91 festival. When arrived I was assigned to the Hospital Incident Commander to be his scribe. I was the scribe until relieved on 10/02/17 at approximately 0630 hours.
On 10/1/17 while in patrol briefing I Officer F. Perez P# 15496 along with the Officers of South Central Squad 13 were alerted of a possible active shooter on the Las Vegas Strip. Sgt. Gerald Jackson advised the Squad to activate our radios and switch to Convention Center Area Command's channel. Moments after switching to Convention Center we heard the radio traffic broadcast of the Officers at the Route 91 Country Festival stating there were mass casualties and that there was an active shooter still firing into the crowd.

The initial details stated the shooter was possibly at “Gate 7” firing into a crowd of concert goers. Upon hearing the initial traffic I, along with my squad immediately ran to our vehicles and drove Northbound on the Las Vegas Blvd towards the location of the Gunman. As I approached Mandalay Bay Rd. I heard the sound of automatic gunfire coming from an unknown direction, and began to slow my approach. As I continued Northbound I could see the Patrol vehicles in front of me stopping on the roadway and Officers begin to take cover behind their SUV’s. After a moment I realized the gunfire was coming from the driver’s side of my vehicle from the direction of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. I immediately grabbed my Department shotgun and exit my vehicle, while activating my Body Worn Camera and took cover behind a Patrol SUV, which was parked on the number 3 lane. Several Officers, including Officer B. Ritchie P#15748 were pinned down behind the SUV, as the suspect continued his attack overhead. While unable to advance we attempted to pinpoint the exact location of the gunman. As I was located to the rear of the vehicle I made sure to stay alert and scan for any potential threats that may have made their way to ground level and could attempt to ambush myself and my fellow Officers.

While keeping an eye out I observed a small gray sedan with a “Lyft” sign in the windshield traveling Northbound towards the intersection where the suspect was actively engaging the area with gunfire. I began to order the occupants out of the vehicle and told them to get on the ground. Initially the occupants of the gray sedan appeared puzzled as to why I was giving them commands, but as soon as the front passenger opened her door it became clear I was attempting to prevent them from driving into the hot zone, possibly sustaining life threatening injuries or worse. About five or six occupants exit the vehicle and ran towards our position behind the Patrol Vehicle. While I was giving the vehicle commands to exit and get low, Officer Ritchie had
broadcast over the radio to all units that they needed to stop traveling Northbound on the Blvd as the shooting was coming from the Mandalay Bay from an elevated position. During a lull in the gunfire I and another Officer bound across the Las Vegas Blvd. towards the hotel in an attempt to both alert Security if they did not already know and locate the exact whereabouts of the suspect.

Upon reaching the Mandalay Bay I saw a Security Officer outside and asked if he was aware of any gunman currently inside of the building. The Security Officer stated he was not aware of any gunman and it was apparent he had no idea of what had happened. I alerted him there was an active shooter inside of the hotel, information he immediately relayed to his Supervisors and Hotel Staff.

Moments later I observed Officer Ritchie and another Officer arrive at the Mandalay Bay, and together the four of us entered the building and began to search for the suspect. While traveling through the hotel lobby I saw that no one had any idea of what was happening outside. Inside the lobby was calm, no one ran or hid. It was and eerie calm, business as usual as if nothing had happened. We located a Security Officer and had him take us to the hotel camera room so we could secure the location. While inside the camera room I observed that a few other Officers had already made their way inside and were actively relaying suspect information to Sgt. Jackson at the control point. After a few minutes Officer Ritchie and I exited the camera room and joined several Officers who had arrived and taken positions at the Hotel elevators. A strike team was created and Officer Ritchie was chosen to clear rooms while I was directed by a Sgt. to keep watch over the elevators. While at my position at the elevators I was approached by a Security Officer who stated they had an individual in custody who had been walking down the stairs at the South end of the building.

When we approached the individual in custody several Officers had formed into a strike team and began to ascend the stairs, beginning the initial room clearing.

After several minutes the male in custody was deemed to be an innocent hotel guest and was taken to a wedding party who had taken shelter in a different area of the Hotel.

I along with Officer J. Ruth P# 15665 then escorted Security, who began to seal and deactivate the elevators in the area. After the elevators were secure we spent the remaining time securing the Hotel lobby until told otherwise by a supervisor.
***BWC VIDEO AVAILABLE***

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2209 hours we, Officer J. Kofford P# 15662 and Officer D. Razo P# 15606, were operating as marked patrol unit 1M498. While in briefing at CCAC Sgt Q. Everett P# 6915 informed us that he heard a 415A call come out over the radio at Mandalay Bay and that there was fully automatic gunfire in the background.

We immediately responded to the scene arriving on the corner of Las Vegas Blvd South and Tropicana. As we arrived it was advised over the radio to stay off of Las Vegas Blvd as this was in the path of the gunfire. We then headed eastbound on Tropicana and then south on Koval Rd, following the road until finally arriving at Reno and Haven. We immediately exited our vehicle and joined a strike team that was heading south on Haven toward the east entrance of the Route 91 venue.

While en route to the venue with our strike team, it was advised over the radio to ensure that all department vehicles were locked as citizens were attempting to remove the shotguns from the vehicles. We then returned to the area where multiple department vehicles were parked and made sure that they were all locked. We then made our way back to rejoin our strike team, but we found that they had continued on when we got back to where we had left them.

At this point there were a great many people running towards us stating that there were multiple people wounded and another person deceased in the parking lot of 125 Haven St. We then responded to the wounded at this address and found 3 people with GSW's. We also confirmed that there was one deceased female in the same area. Due to the inability of the 3 victims to walk, we returned to Sgt Everett's position on Reno/Haven to obtain backboards to assist the victims and inform him of our findings. He then instructed us to take 4-5 of the off duty FD and Police to assist with the evacuation of the wounded victims. We then returned to the victims and more citizens helped and used the backboards to carry them back to the triage area.

While we were maintaining our position at 125 Haven St we were informed of a large group of people inside of an office building at the same address. We entered the office building to clear it along with an off duty officer who had arrived to our location. Inside we found close 40 people inside, including 2-3 with GSW's. These were
all evacuated from the building and taken to the triage area. While helping with the evacuation, a citizen with a
pickup truck approached us and stated that he could help get people to safety by shuttling them from our
position to the triage area. This unknown citizen made numerous trips back and forth helping countless people
injured and non-injured alike.

Once all of the injured were transported to hospitals, and all other citizens were out of the area, we then stayed
with the deceased bodies at Reno/Haven until the coroner arrived.
On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2200 hours, Officer J. Ruth P#15665 operating as marked patrol unit INI4, was in the briefing room with Squad 'SCI 3' when an Assault/Battery with a Gun was generated at 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89119. The details of the call stated that many subjects are down and several have been shot.

Upon hearing the radio traffic, I ran out of the briefing room and was in my vehicle at approximately 2210 hours. At approximately 2211 hours, I arrived on the northeast corner of Las Vegas Blvd. & Mandalay Bay with the knowledge of a radio traffic that the shooter who was later identified as Stephen Paddock, with his shots coming from "Gate 7." As I arrived shots were being fired from an unknown location. I exited my vehicle and more shots were being fired right behind me. I encountered a drunk civilian while pinned down right in front of a Crown Victoria vehicle bearing the plate [redacted]. While being shot at I told the civilian to stay down, to take cover that "I got you man and I need you to come down and I need you to go back there (brick wall)." I asked the civilian why he was bleeding from his left face, to see if he got hit. However this civilian stated that he wasn't hit and that he wants to help out; I denied his request to help out with the situation and with the help of Officer D. Moyer P#15734 was able to escort him back to safety behind a brick wall where a handful of officers were pinned down.

While covered east side of a wall, I made contact with Officers from Convention Center Area Command and made a tentative plan to go across the boulevard. I made contact with a Sergeant and gave him information of where shots were coming from, stating to him that the shots were coming "from the north towers fourteen floor down from the top." He asked for my name and made plans with other officers of how to move to the other side of the street. While the plan was being created I made contact with another civilian who was detained by an officer, he stated that he was a fire fighter and that he was there helping. Another Officer and I took him off the handcuff and I escorted him further back to the wall. I returned to my original location and was advice of a plan to move forward.
At approximately 2239 hours, Officer Moyer who had his shotgun with slug rounds was in front of me as we move towards the sounds of where the gun fire was coming from. We bounded with another squad from CCAC from the northeast side to the northwest side of Las Vegas Blvd. Got set, and saw two more civilian who might have been injured in the southwest of the Blvd. We made plan to do a down citizen rescue. We bounded to the other side and was relieve to know that the two citizen were not shot. I made contact with the male citizen that he needs to go back with us in the other side of Mandalay Bay Rd. where there's cover available. However, he stated "I'm coming with you man, this is my country," I told him that he cannot come with us because he isn’t in uniform. He finally listened and I escorted him in the other side of the street to where there was cover and concealment. I made my way back to my original strike team in the other of the street.

We continued our way to Mandalay Bay and cleared a vehicle. Once inside Mandalay Bay we cleared the casino floor and held our position. At approximately 0400 hours, I headed back to my vehicle at Mandalay and assisted CSI at the scene. Finally returned to SCAC and was given an assignment with Strike team 52. Went back to Mandalay Bay and was relie of our position at 0600 hours.
Active Shooter (Mandala Bay)

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: CC15

DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: CCAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2230 Hours

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas, NV 89109

NARRATIVE:

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2211 hours, Officer A. Cabrera P#15669 while at home on my regular day off, was notified by my supervisor Sergeant Obasi P#6642 reference an active shooter at Mandala Bay hotel and Casino. Sergeant Obasi advised the squad that it was an active scene with multiple injuries and asked all available squad members to respond.

At approximately twenty minutes later I arrived at CCAC, dressed out into my green uniform and proceeded with other squad members to respond to the Tropicana Hotel based on information of shots fired on property. Upon arrival I saw a strike team already on property and advised us that the property was code 4. We then proceeded to go to the Paris Hotel as they were also reports of shots fired. Once arrived on Paris property we began to clear the casino floor and also began to look for our supervisor Sergeant Obasi who was already there clearing the night club. Once we grouped with our Sergeant and the rest of our squad we head towards the Harmon bridges to contain and to keep civilians inside the property. Afterwards we regrouped and went to the command post and was later told to help the coroner with documentation of the dead bodies that were outside of the venue. At approximately 0730 a squad come to our post and relieved us from our duties with the coroner.
Mandalay Bay Active Shooter

Late in the evening of 10-1-17, news reports started coming in regarding an active shooter near the Mandalay bay resort. Several officers from NE34 gathered at the station we wanted to go see what we could do to help. Our Sergeant contacted NEAC dispatched and let them know that we had seven officers and the Sgt. if needed. A short time later dispatched recalled and told us to report to the staging area located at SCAC.

Upon our arrival at SCAC we checked in with the staging manager and were designated as, strike team 37. Shortly after we were assigned to be roving patrols and to cover the area from Harmon to Sahara on the Las Vegas Blvd. We were patrolling for about an hour when Officer Hart, Mayor, Sgt. Fletcher and I were told to head to the Catholic Church located at Reno and Giles to try and obtain video footage of the incident. When we arrived at the church we were unable to find an emergency number. Officer C. Hart researched the address and was able to find the number of the secretary of the church. She was asked to come to the church in hopes that we could obtain some type of video of the shooting. Once the secretary arrived we were able to watch the video but unable to make a copy. She was instructed, once her IT guy arrived to make a copy of all the videos we requested and call 311.

Later in the morning, the units at the church was tasked with reliving the overtime officers who had been at the event all night. We relived two sets of officers in perimeter spots and shortly we were relieved. Our Sgt. checked back in with the staging manager at SCAC and we were told to go home. We left area and returned to NEAC.

FYI.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER’S REPORT
Event #: 171001003519

415A/Active Shooter
SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: Patrol/Flex
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: CCAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10-01-17 2230
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas BLVD LV NV 89119/Route 91 Festival

NARRATIVE:

***BWC***

On 10-01-17 at approximately 2218 hrs on my RDO, I was at home and had just put my daughters to bed after and evening out together and was about to go to bed myself, when I received a message from Sergeant Obasi from CC15/Flex squad, which is the squad I am currently assigned with. The message stated that there was an active shooter at Mandalay Bay Hotel, located at 3950 S Las Vegas BLVD LV NV 89119, and a request was made by SGT Obasi for available members of squad CC15 to respond. I sent a text message, via cellular phone, back to SGT Obasi and informed him I was able to respond and on my way.

I arrived a short time later at CCAC in my POV, ran inside the men’s locker room to retrieve my soft body armor, radio and BWC. I then ran back to my POV where I dressed out in the previously mentioned gear, as well as adding a tactical plate carrier vest that could readily identify me as a police officer, due to me not having the time to fully change out into a police officer’s uniform before responding to the crisis.

Due to the lack of patrol vehicle available to me, I was about to leave in my POV to the CP, when I saw a plain clothes Detective later identified to me as Det G. Laster P# 5658, getting into an unmarked patrol vehicle. I asked to ride with him to the CP and he agreed. We then responded to the CP. I then called the officers line and logged in as 8M56. Det Laster and I were split up into different strike teams and I was assign to Strike Team 20, along with a SGT out of SCAC as well as other members form SCAC and what appeared to be a few members of different agency. I then made sent a text message via cellular phone, to SGT Obasi to inform him of my where abouts and what strike team I was assigned. Strike Team 20 was then assign to be force protection for EMTs. Our mission was to enter the event area of Route 91 from the southwest entrance and clear the area, provide cover for EMTs and attempt to located victims that needed medical attention, and/or gain a better idea of the amount of deceased subjects within the event area.

We walked on foot from the CP, located at SCAC, to the southwest entrance of the Route 91 event area and began to clear the area, checking for hostiles, suspicious packages, and victims, both injured and deceased. We continued in the fashion from the southwest entrance, up on to the bleachers on the west end of the event.
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SIGNATURE:
then making our way down into the west side of the field area near the main stage, which was divided into sections by a runway that extended from the main stage, running north and south to a sound booth area, otherwise known as "back of house". On the west side of the field we located approximately 18 deceased subjects, who all appeared to have gunshot wounds. After checking that there was no one still alive, we proceeded to the main stage area, then to the east side of the field area, finding 2 more deceased subjects as we did so, also appearing to have suffered gunshot wounds. With the death toll in the west and east side of the field at 20 subjects, we proceeded to exit the event area at the southeast corner, where we encountered multiple RVs, semi-trucks and portable offices. We clear each portable office, and then attempted to clear and secure the semi-trucks, but most were locked and we were unable to gain entry. At this point we made contact with a group of LVMPD officers who had secured an RV containing multiple civilians and a country music artist. These officers stated they were the overtime officers originally working the event. 3 of these officers had large amounts of blood on their uniforms, but it was soon determined that they were not injured and the blood was not from them, but from injured they had helped. At this point we rallied and began to make our way back through the event area, heading back the way we had come from, when we heard another strike team, who was clearing the northwest-northeast section of the event, call out that they had discovered 3 subjects in their area. Not knowing if that strike team was making contact with hostiles or victims, we quickly made our way to their location to assist with the taking of the 3 unknown subjects into custody. The 3 subjects were determined to be victims that had been hiding in the event area still. After ensuring the other strike team was not in a dangerous situation anymore, we proceeded to the southwest entrance once more to await further instructions.

Once at the southwest entrance again, we soon received instructions to walk over to the loading docks of the Mandalay Bay Hotel and assist a group of victims that had been found there and suffered injuries. After walking to the loading docks, we did not locate any victims, so we continued searching throughout the parking garages and other surrounding areas, but found no victims or hostiles. We then began to make our way back to the entrance of parking garage of the Delano, which is directly behind Mandalay Bay on the west side. We made contact with another strike team, and joining forces with them we waited for orders to help evacuate some 1300-1500 subjects that had taken shelter in the Michael Jackson Theater. While waiting to receive these orders, it was then told to us that CP had requested us back at SCAC to await deployment of a new mission for our team. We then walked back to SCAC from the Delano Parking Garage.

After reaching the CP, we were instructed to hold short and wait for new orders.

At approximately 0600 hours, strike team 20 was released from duty, as relieving dayshift squads arrived. At this point I contacted SGT Obasi and the rest of CC15 and found out their location. I informed the CP that I would be rejoining them until their relief arrived. I then was transported by a marked patrol unit to the intersection of Ali Boba and Giles, which was east of the Route 91 event area, where I and the rest of the responding CC15 squad members remained until our relief arrived and we left the scene and returned back to CCAC at around 0700-0730 hrs.

J. Hafen P#15673
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
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"PRINT"
Active Shooter

DIVISION REPORTING: Patrol
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: CCAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Venue

NARRATIVE:
On 10/08/17, I, Officer P. Grimes P#15677 was on my way to RTCC in order to help my squad, CC16, by providing overwatch for a plain clothes operation that we were conducting in order to hit hot spots where strong arm 407s had been occurring in the back parking lots of the Linq, Flamingo, Ballys, and Stage Door Casino. While I was at the intersection of Sahara and Paradise, I heard on the CCAC PSU channel from one of my squad mates that there was a 415A occurring at the Mandalay Bay and they would be en route. I switched over back to CCAC to hear the radio traffic and made a u-turn to drive back to the station. Upon arriving at the station, I linked up with Sgt. Abdal-Karim and we made our way to the CP located at SCAC.

After arriving at SCAC, Sgt. Abdal-Karim and I acted as scribes for the CP. I drew an overhead map of Mandalay Bay to include entry and exit points as well as the streets, wrote down information for the multiple 415A calls that were possibly occurring at other hotel properties, writing down what hotels had been deemed code 4 and what time that took place, and other tasks as directed.
NARRATIVE:

On October 1st, 2017, at approximately 2208 hours, I, Officer M. Elgaard p#15730, operating as patrol unit 3A1, had just pulled in to the station at Downtown to start and complete an ICR when dispatch broadcasted that Convention Center was working an active shooter. I immediately changed the radio station in my patrol car to CCAC and listened to the event. Sergeant Eberling immediately called for units to meet at the rally point on 7th street under the over pass. DT 32 got all of our MACTAC gear assembled and immediately responded to the Stratosphere to deter any possible event of another active shooter. Myself and Officer R. Cuevas positioned ourselves at the north end of the stratosphere parking lot and deployed our shotguns. At some point during the night, LVMPD Communications received a call regarding 434's coming from an unknown location in the Stratosphere, which upon further investigation turned out to be unfounded. Myself and Officer Cuevas held our position until 0730 hours when we were relieved by day shift.
On October 1, 2017, at approximately 2200 hours, I, Officer B. Ritchie P# 15748, was attending briefing at the SCAC. While in briefing, details of a possible active shooter at the Route 91 came over the radio. Briefing was terminated and Officers left the Station to assist with the active shooter. The details were limited and the only thing known at the time was the shooter was at Route 91 and there were multiple people injured.

Officer Ritchie, and Officer Swanger P# 14743 were in the same patrol vehicle, and due to the short amount of time from leaving briefing, we were unable to log on. Officers, responding code 3, arrived traveling North on Las Vegas Blvd, just East of the Mandalay Bay hotel. While driving toward the Route 91 event, a series of automatic gun fire could be heard coming from the Mandalay bay location. Officers immediately, stopped, exited the vehicle, and took cover by another Officer's vehicle that was parked on Las Vegas Blvd. While taking cover, more automatic gunfire could be heard coming from Mandalay Bay Hotel. I advised dispatch to advise all converging units to stop coming down north and south bound on Las Vegas Blvd, due to the shooter firing in that direction. Also, Officers assisted pedestrians that were walking along the east sidewalk of Las Vegas Blvd, who were oblivious to the incident at hand, to take cover near the patrol vehicle. In addition to pedestrians, Officers assisted passengers and drivers that were stopped on the Boulevard to take cover.

When the shooting stopped, I heard one last gunshot and observed a muzzle blast and glass break. After this shot, Officers decided to cross Las Vegas Blvd, toward Mandalay Bay. After entering the Hotel, Officers made contact with security to find out more details of the location of the gunfire. Dispatch asked for units to go to the security office, so Officer Perez P# 15496 and I made our way down to the security office. Other officers were present in the office, so Officer Perez and I made our way back upstairs to the Motel lobby to take up posts at the elevators. While at the elevators, myself, a Sergeant, and two K9 Officers assembled a team to conduct a building clearing of any shooters. We were assisted by two security officers. While clearing the first floors, it was heard over the radio, other officers on the 32nd floors had breached the room and found the shooter. Our team continued clearing floors 1-5. We terminated our clearing and headed down to the bottom valet. I then assisted with area security around the valet, until I was advised to return to the CP. We were then given...
duties of a task force, and headed to the Valet for additional instruction. Since I was working during the incident, I was relieved of duty at 0600 hours.
On, 10/01/2017, I, Officer R. Cuevas P# 15758 operating as marked patrol unit 3C11 responded to MACTAC at designated rally point at above date and time.

Around 2208 hrs an active shooter was broadcasted via radio. Sgt. Eberling P# 8745 called for his units to the specific rally point. Our squad DT32 responded to the Stratosphere Hotel/Casino within minutes after suiting up with MACTAC gear. I officer R. Cuevas along with Officer Elgaard P# 15730 posted on the North end parking lot/North entrance of the casino.

Officer did not leave post for any reason. Officers were advised of 434's on the 19th floor while on post. Officers advised security and they advised us that everything at their hotel was code 4. Nothing 425.

Officers stayed at above post until officers received day shift relief at 0700 hrs 10/02/2017.
On 10-1-17 Officer A. Denson P# 15763 along Officer K. Courtley P#15762, were operating in a plain clothes capacity as unit 8M65. We were conducting surveillance in the Bally's rear parking lot for suspicious activity due to the high incidents of robberies that have been occurring in the area. Around 2208 hours we heard the initial radio traffic of a 415a occurring at the Route 91 festival, possible an active shooter. We then went en route code 3 down the Las Vegas Blvd from Flamingo. We arrived stopping on Las Vegas Blvd just North of Mandalay Bay Drive East of the Luxor behind a marked patrol Metro vehicle parked on the BLVD.

As we exited our vehicle we heard shots being fired in our direction coming from Mandalay Bay. We then took cover behind our vehicle and attempted to locate where the shots were coming from. Sergeant Riddle then came running up to us from the rear. We linked up with and about six other officer to form a strike team. As shots continue to come down we ran west bound across the Blvd towards the Luxor to take cover behind the statues. While behind the states he continued to fire more shots. Still unable to locate where the shots were being fired from we continued to move toward the Mandalay Bay using cover and bounding techniques.

Once we made entry into the Mandalay Bay casino floor we systematically cleared and secured the casino floor. Clearing every area and checking every individual we made contact with to make sure they didn't have any firearms then told them where it was clear to go for safety. While clearing the casino floor we heard radio traffic stating one suspect in custody on the 32nd floor. After clearing the casino floor we reported to the Command Post at South Central Area Command for additional assignments. Sergeant Riddle advised us that we were now strike team 33. Our assignment was to head over to the RTC bus station located on Gillespie and Sunset, to arrange transport for individuals stranded off the strip.

Once at the bus station we arranged for buses to pick up and drop off people stranded on the strip and transport them to the Thomas and Mack Center. Once all individuals were cleared from the strip we were advised to head back to the CP. We were then released to head back to our vehicle and clear and secure.
Active Shooter Incident – Mandalay Bay

On 10-1-17 I Officer A. Denson P# 15763 along Officer K. Courtley P#15762, were operating in a plain clothes capacity as unit 8M65. We were conducting surveillance in Ballys rear parking lot for suspicious activity due to the high incidents of robberies that have been occurring in the area. Around 2208 hours we heard the initial radio traffic of a 415a occurring at the Route 91 festival. We then went en route code 3 down the Las Vegas Blvd from Flamingo. We arrived stopping on Las Vegas Blvd just North of Mandalay Bay Drive East of the Luxor behind a marked patrol Metro vehicle parked on the BLVD.

As we exited our vehicle we heard shots being fired in our direction coming from Mandalay Bay. We then took cover behind our vehicle and attempted to locate where the shots were coming from. Sergeant Riddle then came running up to us from the rear. We linked up with and about six other officer to form a strike team. As shots continue to come down we ran west bound across the Blvd towards the Luxor to take cover behind the statues. While behind the states he continued to fire more shots. Still unable to locate where the shots were being fired from we continued to move toward the Mandalay Bay using cover and bounding techniques.

Once we made entry into the Mandalay Bay casino floor we systematically cleared and secured the casino floor. Clearing every area and checking every individual we made contact with to make sure they didn’t have any firearms then told them where it was clear to go for safety. While clearing the casino floor we heard radio traffic stating one suspect in custody on the 32nd floor. After clearing the casino floor we reported to the Command Post at South Central Area Command for additional assignments. Sergeant Riddle advised us that we were now strike team 33. Our assignment was to head over to the RTC bus station located on Gillespie and Sunset, to arrange transport for individuals stranded off the strip.

Once at the bus station we arranged for buses to pick up and drop off people stranded on the strip and transport them to the Thomas and Mack Center. Once all individuals were cleared from the strip we were advised to head back to the CP. We were then released to head back to our vehicle and clear and secure.
On the above date and time I, Officer Cunningham P#15792 was attending the Route 91 Harvest Festival. I was off duty with civilian clothes with Officer Cambier P#15788 and multiple friends. At some point after 2200 hours we heard loud pops that sounded like firecrackers. Then a second round of pops went off at a faster rate. At this time Officer Cambier and I realized that those were indeed gun shots so we covered and directed people in our group to the ground. After the rounds stopped I helped direct people to the nearest exit. After exiting the fairgrounds we ran into a wall on E. Ali Baba Way that became an obstacle for people to get over. I was able to get my group of friends over the wall and then stayed back to help others over the fence. After securing people over the fence and out of harm's way I received a call from a friend that was separated from us saying she found a child. We were able to later meet up at the Motel 6 on Tropicana and I was able to take a picture on my cell phone of the child and upload it to social media to make it possible to find the parents. It was decided to try and get the child to a hospital as a safe point to meet up with his family so I was able to orchestrate friends to come down to the Motel 6 with their vehicles and we escorted the child to Sunrise hospital to meet his Grandpa who we were able to get in contact with through the social media post. After the child was secured I was able to organize rides for all of us to go home.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
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Event #: LLV171001003519

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: SVAC
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: SCAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas BLVD

NARRATIVE:

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2230 Hrs, Officer C. Penney P# 15844 was at my residence and received a news alert of the situation taking place at Mandalay Bay. I was able to confirm the situation by turning on my Pack set radio and monitor the radio traffic.

I proceeded to leave my residences and drive to SVAC where I made contact with Lt. R. Given and offered my assistants. I was assigned to assist Sgt. Walker and the SVAC FLEX team. We proceeded to the command post where we were assigned as Strike Team 29. Once receiving our task we headed to Mandalay Bay upper main valet were I was tasked with vehicle and area security.

Once complete Strike Team 29 and I, proceeded to the Delano parking garage and aided in systematically clearing all 6 floors of the garage.

After clearing the Garage we proceeded back to the command post at SCAC where we were cleared and proceeded back to SVAC to secure for the shift.

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/17 0850Hrs. Officer: C. Penney P#: 15844

Approved By: _______________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________________________________

LVMPD 02 (Rev 6/0/1) - WORD 2010
On October 1st, 2017 at approximately 2208 hours, Officer N. Hawkins P# 15647, while operating as marked patrol unit 1N4, responded to an active shooter call at the Route 91 Festival. Officers were en route with lights and sirens, travelling northbound on Las Vegas Blvd, towards the intersection of Mandalay Bay Dr. & Las Vegas Blvd. As Officer’s entered the intersection, they heard that the automatic rifle fire was coming from the Mandalay Bay Casino, and that they had put themselves in the crossfire between Mandalay Bay Casino and the Route 91 Festival. Officers exited their vehicles and took cover behind the engine block, deploying a shotgun. They directed and gave verbal commands for pedestrians and vehicles to move out of the fire zone, and pointed the vehicles carrying injured victims towards Las Vegas Blvd. & Four Seasons St. to safety.

Upon the cease of fire, Officers moved tactically to a safer position, and correlated a response to the alleged shots fired calls that were coming in from New York New York Casino and Tropicana Casino. Officer V. Valles P# 14712 and I travelled on foot the Tropicana Casino, where we made contact with security officers out front. They advised us that no shots had been fired inside the Tropicana Casino, but that there was a victim with a gunshot wound to the head on the second floor. Officer Valles and myself made entry to the casino and extracted the victim from a second floor hotel room. The victim, a white adult male, had shrapnel embedded in the right side of his head. He was still conscious, able to walk and talk. Officer Valles and I escorted the victim to the bottom floor, where we were met by medics.

Upon releasing custody of the victim to medics, Officer Valles and I rallied with Sgt. Jivapong P# 9338 and other Officers from Northeast Area Command, and formed 'Force Protection 2' Team (Force Pro 2). From Tropicana Blvd & Las Vegas Blvd., Force Pro 2 was dispatched with Fire & Rescue to the Luxor Casino. We escorted Fire & Rescue through the casino to check on another possible gunshot victim. Our alleged victim check out with minor injuries, and did not need to be transported.

Force Pro 2 was then dispatched to the Mandalay Bay Casino, after receiving information that there were multiple people shelter-in-place on the top floors. Force Pro 2 made entry to floor 64, where there were over 40
people, civilians and staff, shelter-in-place. After no reported injuries, Force Pro 2 escorted them down to the Lobby and out of the Mandalay Bay Casino to safety.

At approximately 0600 hours, Force Pro 2 was disbanded. Officer Valles and I returned to South Central Area Command for further instructions. From there, we were relieved of our duties by the oncoming dayshift units.
On October 01, 2017, at approximately 2215 hours, I, Officer K. Prior, P# 13498, was at home in bed when I received several texts over the phone. Upon checking the texts, I learned that there was an active shooter going on at the Mandalay Bay. I immediately turned on my department issued radio and discovered the information was accurate and officers and civilians were actively being fired upon by an unknown suspect or suspects. The radio traffic indicated the action was ongoing and could possibly be the actions of multiple suspects. I notified Sergeant R. Whiteley, P# 4996, who directed our squad, CIU 1, to respond to the strip and assemble at the command post located at South Central Area Command. Upon arrival, I deployed my patrol rifle, placed my tac-vest and department issued helmet on and reported into the staging area. A short time later my entire team plus a contingency arrived who consisted of the following:

- Detective Josh Costello
- Detective Casey Dalrymple
- Detective Kenneth Ruzicka
- Detective Jake Legrow
- Detective Robert Grantham
- Detective Jake Vance
- Detective Richard Moreno

A short time after arriving at the staging area, I was designated as part of Strike Team 1 consisting of myself and the above-listed individuals. We were tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible threats that might still be active. We were attached to Lt. John Leon who was tasked with setting up a forward operating area for SWAT to work from. My team initially set out on foot from SCAC heading toward Mandalay Bay. About halfway to the hotel we met up with a SWAT team and was picked up by a Bearcat and driven to the lower valley of Mandalay Bay where we established a base for operations. My team pulled site security and picked up straggler citizens and escorted them to the Michael Jackson theatre where a group of 1300 to 1800 citizens were being staged for safety purposes. My team collectively escorted 10-20 individuals to the theater.

A short time later we were tasked to clear all the hotel rooms at the Mandalay Bay ensuring there were no suspects and looking for Officer Hartfield who at the time, was said to be missing. I was given a universal key:
fob; and our team then proceeded to clear four floors consisting of approximately 500 individual rooms. We cleared the entire hotel in conjunction with several other teams at the direction of SWAT. Once the entire hotel was secured, I took my team back to the staging area and awaited re-assignment. At about 0630 hours my team was released from duty. At this time my entire team secured and returned home.
On 10/01/17 at approximately 2214 hrs I, Officer J. Deavers P#15849 was at home when I received a phone call from a fellow officer stating that there is an active shooter at the Route 91 event. I then immediately notified my squad of what was going on. We were on our RDO at the time and decided as a squad we were going to go into work and get dressed out in case we were needed to assist. After arriving at CCAC we were listening to the radio and getting further updates of the situation and realized we needed to hit the streets to go assist. As we were driving to the scene we heard on the radio that there was another possible person with an assault rifle at the Paris hotel so we self-dispatched ourselves to that location. We joined in on a strike team there and assisted in clearing the casino floor as well as the night club. After clearing the Casino we heard about another possible active shooter at the Bellagio hotel so we quickly ran across the Blvd. and up through Bellagio valet. We grouped up another strike team at that location and assisted in clearing the casino floor.

After clearing Bellagio we made our way on foot to Tropicana and the Blvd where the medical staging/triage point was to wait for strike team deployment down to the venue. Our team ended up staying at Tropicana and the Blvd for the remainder of the evening and blocking off a body that was dropped there.
On the date of 10-01-2017, the evening of the shooting I Officer T. Webb, was in briefing at South Central Area Command. During which time the initial broadcast of an active shooter at the RT 91 festival was made over the radio. Immediately, I along with the rest of SC13 rushed from the briefing room to our patrol cars in order to make our way to the scene which was initially was believed to be at the festival grounds itself. As such we arrived at the intersection of Mandalay Bay and Las Vegas Blvd., upon exiting our vehicles Officer J. Collins, another officer, and myself were immediately met by gunfire directed at us from the 32nd floor of Mandalay bay during which time we took cover behind the engine blocks of the vehicles to shield ourselves from the incoming rifle fire.

While pinned down by gunfire we observed approximately 15 individuals from the festival hiding behind a nearby power box. In between the next volleys of gunfire we left the cover of the vehicles and began to provide protection and cover for those individuals pinned down as we escorted them from the immediate area eastbound on Mandalay before once again being pinned down by gunfire and returning to cover.

After the next volley of gunfire subsided we observed more civilians located along the west side Las Vegas Blvd. in the immediate vicinity of the Mandalay bay where no cover or concealment was provided. As such we crossed to Blvd. to get to them and provide cover for them as we escorted multiple groups of people southbound towards Russell road. After evacuating any remaining civilians and checking for potential victims located along the Blvd and Mandalay, we then turned our focus towards helping those still at the festival grounds and began to escort Medical personnel to victims located at the RT 91 festival. After escorting any remaining teams to the scene we then returned to the command post to receive further tasking. At which time we were tasked to help with calls for service at Enterprise area command.
ON OCTOBER 1, 2017 AT APPROXIMATELY 2208 HOURS WHILE IN CC14B GRAVEYARD BRIEFING, SGT G. EVERETT P#8915 INFORMED US THAT AN OFFICER CALLED OUT AN ACTIVE SHOOTER AT THE ROUTE 91 HARVEST FESTIVAL. IMMEDIATELY EVERY OFFICER IN BRIEFING RAN OUT TO OUR PATROL CARS TO RESPOND CODE 3.

I OFFICER P. MILLS P#15854 AND OFFICER S. MIKALONIS P#15903 DROVE STRAIGHT TO LAS VEGAS BLVD AND TROPICANA. IT TOOK US APPROXIMATELY 5 MINUTES TO GET TO THE SCENE FROM THE STATION. SHOTS WERE STILL BEING FIRED. WHILE DRIVING SOUTH ON LAS VEGAS BLVD FROM TROPICANA, WE HEARD ON THE RADIO FROM ANOTHER OFFICER TO STOP DRIVING SOUTHBOUND ON THE BLVD BECAUSE THAT WAS WHERE THE SHOTS WERE BEING FIRED. WE WERE NOTIFIED ONE OF THE SHOOTERS WAS SHOOTING FROM HIGH UP IN THE MANDALAY BAY HOTEL. WE STOPPED OUR CAR IN FRONT OF THE LUXOR CASINO ACROSS THE STREET OF THE ROUTE 91 HARVEST FESTIVAL.

WE DIRECTED MULTIPLE SUBJECTS WITH GSW'S TOWARDS MEDICS WHICH STARTED SETTING UP ON TROPICANA. WE RAN WITH ANOTHER SGT TOWARDS THE LUXOR SIGN CONCRETE PILLAR. THERE WE MET WITH A CROWD OF APPROXIMATELY 50-75 PEOPLE ALL TAKING COVER FROM ACTIVE FIRE BEHIND THE PILLAR. I WAS STATIONED IN THE FRONT RIGHT OF THEM WHILE ANOTHER OFFICER WAS ON THE FRONT LEFT, WITH MY SHOTGUN OUT IN CASE THERE WERE MULTIPLE SHOOTERS RESPONDED AND TRIED TO KILL MORE PEOPLE. AFTER SHOTS HAD STOPPED, WE DIRECTED THEM NORTH ON THE BLVD TOWARDS MEDICAL. WE THEN FORMED UP A STRIKE TEAM AND STARTED WORKING OUR WAY TOWARDS MANDALAY BAY.


AT THIS TIME WE SET UP AS INSIDE PERIMETER BETWEEN THE LUXOR AND MANDALAY BAY TILL WE WERE RELIEVED OF OUR POSITIONS BY DAYSHIFT.
On October 1st, 2017 Officer C. Barnum P#15855, call sign 1H2, responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant L. Reyes p# 13129, call sign of 800. This response was regarding the active assailant incident under LVMPD event LLV171001003519. We deployed from SEAC to SCAC as an in the box squad which was directed by Captain John Pelletier. Upon our arrival at SCAC, I assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post in the front parking lot of SCAC. Once command was transferred from my Sergeant to Captain John Pelletier, we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3. Our mission was to arrive at and clear the ground floor of the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post. There were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report. After we secured the casino, we were directed to gain access to the T-Mobile arenas surveillance system and establish site security for the T-Mobile arena and the Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino. Once dayshift officers logged on, we were relieved from our post and secured for the day.
On 10/1/17 at approximately 2230 hours I Officer T. Gilleo P#15864 was at home with my family while off duty. I was made aware of a current active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Casino in the Convention Center Area Command. I quickly turned on my patrol radio and began to listen to the radio traffic to receive possible updates to the violent dynamic incident.

While listening to the chaotic radio traffic I began to hear dispatch begin reporting multiple calls for service for reports of shots fired at various Casino locations on Las Vegas Blvd to include (New York New York, Excalibur, MGM, Paris, Circus-Circus, and multiple others). In fear that there were multiple suspects actively shooting at multiple highly populated locations on Las Vegas Blvd I began to load up my gear from home and began to head to the Northwest Area Command to dress out to assist with the major incident occurring on "The Strip".

While at the area command there were other officers that were off duty that decided to respond to help assist. A Lieutenant who was at the NWAC contacted myself and the other officers and advised us to load up patrol vehicles and form a strike team to be on standby at the NWAC incase more officers were needed on "The Strip". I stayed at NWAC on standby while other officers began to arrive in response to a full activation alert.

I was then assigned to conduct a perimeter check at the Suncoast Casino at 9090 Alta Dr. LV, NV, 89145. Myself and Officer S. Johnson P#15846 were partnered together and patrol the Suncoast property from approximately 2320 hours until relieved at 0800 hours on 10/2/17.
Active Shooter

DIVISION REPORTING: Patrol
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: SCAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/1/2017 2210
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3901 S Las Vegas, NV 89109

NARRATIVE:

Late in the evening of 10-1-17, news reports started coming in regarding an active shooter near the Mandalay bay resort. Several officers from NE34 gathered at the station and I wanted to go see what I can do to help. Sgt Fletcher called NEAC dispatch and let them know that he had seven officers if needed. A short time later dispatched recalled and told him to report to the staging area located at SCAC. Upon our arrival at SCAC Sgt Fletcher checked in with the staging manager and were designated as, strike team 37. Later we were assigned to be roving patrols and to cover the area from Harmon to Sahara on the Las Vegas Blvd. Several car stops were made regarding the BOLO vehicle and suspicious people were stopped as well.

Later in the morning, we were tasked with reliving the overtime officers who had been at the event all night. We relived two officers and shortly we were relived. I checked back in with the staging manager at SCAC and we were told to go home. We left area and returned to NEAC.

Date and Time of Report: 10/6/17 2156
Officer: F. Rivera
P# 15868

Approved By:
Officer: 
P# 

SIGNATURE: ___________________________
On October 1st, 2017 at approximately 2205 hours, Officer E. Lebario P#15869, and Officer C. Heaton P#15853 operating as marked patrol unit 1M45, responded to an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino located at 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV 89119.

Upon arrival proceeding South Bound from Tropicana onto Las Vegas Blvd we began to hear shots being fired from the Mandalay Bay casino. As we were approaching we were advised via radio to not approach from Las Vegas Blvd. We then placed our car in park and witnessed several victims with gunshot wounds approaching us advising us they have been "shot"; we then guided those subject to medical personnel who were staged on Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd. During this time we were experiencing MDT issues and were not able to log on until several hours into the incident.

We then began to attempt to join a strike team, but were directed by a sergeant to conduct traffic control on Southbound Las Vegas Blvd at Tropicana where we remained for the majority of the shift, until approximately 0600 when we were asked to guard the body of a victim of the shooting until the coroner arrived and conducted their investigation. Once this was done we were relieved by day shift, checked out at the South Central Command Post, and secured at CCAC at approximately 0800 hours.
Mandalay Bay Active Shooter

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: Community Policing
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: Community Policing

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/17 & 2205 HRS
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV 89119

NARRATIVE:

FYI:

***BWC Available***

On the night of 10/01/17 at approximately 2205 hours my squad (NW12) and I were in briefing at NWAC. A Swing Shift Sargent came into briefing saying there is an active shooter on the strip and there are Officers pinned down and multiple people injured.

Our squad immediately went to the parking lot and logged on to our patrol vehicle. I, Officer T. DeFauw P# 15871 & Officer H. Zarate P# 15454 logged on as marked patrol unit 1DP62. Officer Zarate and I switched the patrol vehicle radio to CCAC and we heard Officers in need of help, but were unsure of the exact location of the shooter(s) or where the shots were coming from. Officer Zarate and I immediately began to head east bound on W Cheyenne Ave from NWAC. As we were about to get onto the US 95 south bound to head towards the officers and citizens in crisis, Officer Zarate and I were contacted by Officer C. Miranda P# 15311 advising us, via text message, to meet up in the northeast parking lot of NWAC to rally up and wait for orders.

Officer Zarate and I were hesitant whether to comply with the direction or just to continue to the strip to assist the efforts. We made a decision and headed back to NWAC to leave as a squad. While we were driving back to NWAC we were still listening to CCAC channel which was extremely agonizing and painful to hear. Our emotions and feelings were running high. When we arrived to NWAC we met up with our squad, at which point, we began to gear up with our TAC vest and helmet. Our Sergeant J. Hendricks P# 6991 was off this night, but Sergeant J. Dean P# 9157 assumed operational command of our squad and said he was coming with us. While our squad was anxiously awaiting the MTAC activation, Sergeant Dean made the determination to head to our MTAC rally point. We headed east bound, in a convoy, on W Cheyenne Ave, and continued south onto the US 95. As we arrived at our rally point, the graveyard MTAC activation was received.

NW12 formed up as a convoy again and were enroute to the CP at SCAC. Knowing that the highways were going to very congested, we proceeded south bound on Rainbow Blvd from the rally point, turned east bound onto Russell Rd, and then south onto S Las Vegas Blvd. We arrived to the CP as we were waiting for our assignments by the watch commander. Our squad was joined by the PD detectives from NWAC, as we were
designated as Strike Team 7. Our team was initially dispatched to the Tropicana Hotel and Casino for an active shooter in the valet/lobby area, before arriving we were diverted to the Cromwell as the Tropicana was code 4. While on route to the Cromwell our squad was seeing multiple victims because tended to by other officers and medical personnel. This was a helpless feeling knowing that we could also have helped those victims, but had orders to proceed to the Cromwell and secure the bridges and front entrances of the Casino. Officer Zarate and I were over watch on the pedestrian bridge that joined the Cromwell and Bally's casinos. Our strike team remained in this position until being relieved by dayshift units at approximately 0930 hours.
FYI

On October 1st, 2017 I responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant L. Reyes p# 13129 and call sign of 800. This response was regarding the active assailant incident under LVMPD event LLV171001003519. We deployed from SEAC to SCAC as an in the box squad which was directed by Captain John Pelletier. Upon our arrival at SCAC, I assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post in the front parking lot of SCAC. Once command was transferred from my Sergeant to Captain John Pelletier, we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3. Our mission was to arrive at and clear the ground floor of the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post. There were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report. After we secured the casino, we were directed to gain access to the T-Mobile arenas surveillance system and establish site security for the T-Mobile arena and the Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino. Once dayshift officers logged on, we were relieved from our post and secured for the day.
On 10/01/17, at approximately 2208 hours, an active shooter incident occurred at the location of 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd. Officer J. Bryant P# 15876, of BA14, was in graveyard briefing at Bolden Area Command (BAC). My squad, BA14, was designated "In the Box" on the night of the incident. At approximately 2215 hours, my swing shift unit opened the briefing room door interrupting our brief to advise LT Hank of what was occurring at the Mandalay Bay/Route 91 Festival. Everyone in briefing turned on their radios, and our abrupt and quick response began. We assembled which units were going to be riding together on this night. I was driving, along with Officer A. Javier P# 15910.

As we geared out in full Mac Tac uniform, we were advised by our sergeant, Sergeant J. Stark P# 13515 (811), to meet outside the gates of Bolden Area Command and line-up along the sidewalk so that we could briefly go over our initial plan of getting to South Central Area Command, where the Incident Command Point was being set up.

Once outside BAC gates we were greeted by LT Hank who gave us a brief pep talking and advised us that this is what we sign up for and to be safe. We were geared out and left in an orderly fashion from BAC code 3 arriving at the South Central Incident Command Point at approximately 2300 hours. Bolden was represented quickly as we were assign with strike team number 2 of eventually 40+.

As information flowed in about the current active shooter, all we had to lean on was radio traffic from hundreds of units identifying where the shooter was exactly in the Mandalay Bay. As dispatched combed through multiple calls for service regarding the current events, a call came out that there was an explosive device at the Luxor, located and parked in the Valet.

BA14, as strike team #2 was assigned with this task, a task at first was filled with unknowns. We again met up as a squad, banded together, and devised a plan of attack for the potential explosive device.

Once at the Luxor, I was assign with Officer R. Farris, and (811) to keep eyes on the explosive and watch for any foot traffic in the area of the Luxor Valet and/or looking above us in windows of the surrounding hotels, to
ensure that not another ambush occurred. This in part with the fact that multiple calls were been put out the shooter was seen moving to various other hotels on the strip corridor.

I deployed shotgun from my patrol vehicle, loaded slug rounds, and entered a whole new level of vigilance while at the Luxor. Myself and J. Stark (811), observed from afar the location of our explosive device, a newer model Audi SUV black in color with many suspicious looking wires protruding from the rear end, near the latch gate.

We kept our distance from the vehicle and worked with Luxor security to filter people who were still walking the strip into a safe zone inside of the Luxor, as well as questioning any and all contact that we had with individuals on the strip, in attempt to gain better intel and an idea of what exactly we were dealing with.

Approximately 2-3 hours into the incident coming out, we listened as swat made contact with the Mandalay Bay Hotel room where the alleged suspect was located and shooting. The doors were breached, and the radio traffic came out that the suspect had taken his own life. At this point we never that, this suspect would in fact be our shooter and the senseless attack had ended. BA14 and many other squads worked throughout the night rendering aid, identifying subjects walking the streets, clearing hotels, and responding to calls.

As many other strike teams continued their various other assigned tasks, we continued to work on completing our task at hand, a potential vehicle explosive. We waited and continued to be vigilant in the area until ARMOR arrived and began their work to identify and secure the potential explosive device.

Approximately 5-6 hours into the sleepless night, ARMOR made contact and advised us that the explosive device was in fact a google aided automatic driving vehicle. This new technology is still unknown to the public and no chances were going to be taken in an incident such as this.

Our night continued all the same, we observed and secured the Luxor on all perimeters of the valet area, to Las Vegas Blvd. We would stay there the entire night until we were relieved by day-shift.

I am proud to be a part of BAC and BA14, I would not have wanted to take on a situation such as this with any other group of men. We did what we had to do, what we wanted to do, to ensure Las Vegas was not taken from us.

Officer J. Bryant P# 15876
BAC BA14 Patrol
On October 1, 2017 at approximately 2200 hours, Officer J. Mercado P# 15902 assigned to Bolden 14 was sitting in the briefing room at Bolden participating in the daily briefing. During briefing a swing shift officer entered the briefing room and approached Graveyard Lieutenant Hank and advised him of a situation occurring at another area command. Within a couple minutes another swing shift officer entered the briefing room and advised the room of an active shooter occurring on the Las Vegas strip with minimal details. Sgt. Stark was able to pull up details on CAD which solidified that an active shooter incident was taking place at the Mandalay Bay Casino at convention center. Sgt. Stark advised Ba 14 to double up with a partner and prep all gear and stage in front of Bolden in order to convoy to South Central Area Command. Upon the squad being ready by applying gas mask and helmet officers staged in front of Bolden awaiting further directives from Sgt. Stark. Officer D. Ottomanelli P# 15841 and I were paired up in the veh 10458.

Shortly thereafter Lt. Hank arrived and informed the squad with further details regarding incident at CCAC. Lt. Hank and Sgt Stark stated to the squad that we would conducting a convoy to SCAC operating code 3 and wait for further details upon arrival.

Upon BA 14 arriving to SCAC, Lt. Hank ordered for the arriving squads to assemble strike teams due to the multiple officers arriving to the area. BA 14 was appointed as Strike team 2 and was given the task to identify and secure the scene regarding a possible explosive device located at the valet of the Luxor. The details that were provided were that there was an unoccupied black in color Audi SUV with an unknown object placed on the tail end of the vehicle. The object was described as a small box with possible wires coming within it. Strike team 2 was instructed to split into groups of 4 in order to establish containment of the possible vehicle IED.

Officer Ottomanelli, Officer Smith, Officer Spivey and I were given the order to approach the Luxor valet from the south which placed us between the Mandalay Bay and Luxor just north of the Mandalay Bay.

Upon approaching the unknown vehicle officers established containment by controlling the scene by making sure no patrons were in the immediate area. Officers then cordon the area by maintaining a visual of the unknown item at all times.

LVMPD Armor officers responded to investigate the unknown object and determined that it was not an explosive device but instead was a product of a self-driving car.
Actions Taken By ARMOR Operators during Route 91 Event

SUBJECT:

DIVISION REPORTING: EOB

DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE:

EOB

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE:

3950 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas NV

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2208

NARRATIVE:

On October 1, 2017 at approximately 2227 hours, I, Off. Roger Haskins (LVMPD #5774, Call sign ARM1), was serving as the Acting Sergeant for the ARMOR Section. I received a phone call from Capt. Pete Boffelli. Capt Boffelli stated "Active Shooter at the Mandalay Bay. Have the team on standby". I immediately notified all members of the ARMOR Section of the information and received confirmation from all members of the unit. All seven ARMOR personnel (on call and off call) responded they were available and ready to deploy within 3 minutes.

Due to the nature of the event, I had the on-call unit immediately roll. The on-call unit consisted of:

- Patrick Halligan (DPS #429, Call sign ARM3)
- Matt Downing (LVMPD #8260, Call sign ARM5)
- Brian Godkin (NLVPD #1883, Call sign ARM9)

Trooper Halligan and Detective Godkin responded with the Henderson Response vehicle (with 2 Robotic platforms) from the ARMOR Hangar, while Detective Downing reported directly to South Central Area Command (SCAC). I responded to the Hangar and prepped the County Response vehicle (with 2 Robotic Platforms) for deployment. Upon arrival, Downing linked up with LVMPD SWAT Officers and moved forward as Strike Team Zebra 1. Halligan and Godkin arrived and linked with LVMPD patrol officers moving to respond to reports of additional shooters at other properties such as Cosmo and New York, New York.

Officer Wavie Reed (HPD #1002, Call sign ARM4) notified me that he was being deployed as part of the Henderson SWAT Team to the area.

I requested all other members of ARMOR available respond to SCAC and rally with me at the County Response Vehicle:

- Sam Solorio (LVMPD #5979, Call sign ARM8)
- Gabriel Brown (LVMPD #9144, Call sign ARM6)

Capt Boffelli was notified of a suspicious vehicle in the valet section of the Luxor hotel and called to notify me. The vehicle, a black 4-door Audi Wagon, had pulled into the Luxor valet, when 4 young men ran out of vehicle and through casino. I contacted Halligan and directed him to meet with Captain Boffelli on the north side of the Luxor Hotel. Boffelli requested a recon of the vehicle and informed we would then wait for the response from...
LVFR to further mitigate what was found. Halligan requested to continue moving forward as conducting a recon without bomb technicians would be fruitless. Captain Boffelli then directed Halligan forward to clear additional properties and the pedestrian bridges on Las Vegas Blvd (LVBS). After it was determined there were no additional threats north of the Mandalay Bay, Halligan and Godkin responded to the intersection of Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd and formed Force Protection Team 3 with fire department personnel. Force Protection 3 was directed to the Mandalay Bay casino level to continue cleaning and searching for any victims that may be in need of treatment.

I arrived with the County response vehicle and linked up with Reed, Solorio, and Brown. We proceeded to the Reno/LVBS staging area for response to the suspicious vehicle. We met with the following personnel at the location:
- Capt. Boffelli
- US. Marshall J. Minnich with Explosive Detection Dog (EDD), Suki (Call sign ARMOR 20)
- LVFR Chief Cooper
- LVFR CBRE3 (led by Capt R. Nudd)
- LT. Zackery Burns
- LVFR Senior Bomb Tech S. Olsen
- LVFR Senior Bomb Tech L. Brown
- LVFR Bomb Tech C. Henderson
- LVFR Bomb Tech R. Brooks
- LVFR Bomb Tech M. Duncan
- LVFR Bomb Tech A. Lewis

ARMOR radios were provided to LVFR senior personnel to ensure communication. Minnich (w/ Suki) and Solorio swept the area to ensure no secondary devices were in the area.

Capt Boffelli had Luxor security meet with us. A quick briefing was held and SBT Olsen was amenable to having Officers proceed forward to get "eyes on" the vehicle. Officer Reed (HDS Certified Bomb Technician) and I proceeded to get closer to vehicle with binoculars to view license plate and seek to identify "electronic equipment" attached to rear of vehicle. It was decided to utilize a robot for closer view. Reed operated the ROV while SBT Brown and BT Henderson observed. The license plate returned from SNCTC to a new... A check of the revealed they were a company that specialized in autonomous vehicles. The object secured to the back of the matched descriptions of LIDAR system used on self-driving cars. With the additional information, BTs approached vehicle and declared safe upon closer view. The vehicle was a self-driving car. Haskins' ARMOR personnel were requested to assist NLVPD SWAT in travelling to Mesquite to serve warrant on suspect's residence. LVFR personnel moved to Town Square to await further instructions.

The suspect's vehicle was located in the main valet lot of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. Halligan's team proceeded to the vehicle in the lower parking garage. LVMPD K9 EDD units, Off. English and Off. Vorce, conducted sweeps around vehicle and received no indications from EDD. Once a search warrant was obtained, the rear window was breached and K9 Suki was deployed and gave a positive alert on a nylon bag in the rear storage compartment. The bag was partially open and Minnich observed white prills inside. The white prills were consistent with possible Ammonium nitrate per Minnich's training and experience. Halligan returned to the upper section to notify Capt. Boffelli. It was determined that LVFR bomb techs were needed and Halligan then proceeded back to vehicle with LVFR SBR Brown to begin a recon for the mitigation of the vehicle. FBI SABT Towery and Moder also went down the parking garage and conducted a recon to begin planning options.

At this time, Halligan and Godkin were requested to meet Sgt. Macdonald from LVMPD FIT at the SWAT Command Post in order to sweep the suspects room for possible explosive material. Minnich (and EDD Suki) were sent to assist. Downing linked up with this team at the SWAT CP. Halligan's team proceeded to 32nd...
floor with Minnich and EDD. Due to the large amount of expended and available ammunition, the EDD was not able to be utilized in the room. A sweep of the room revealed no explosive material, components or hazards.

Bomb Technicians evaluated bag and found no explosive device. The vehicle was deemed safe by Bomb Technicians. They located a small baggie of white prills believed to be Ammonium Nitrate. The following personnel were associated with this event:

- DPS Trooper, P. Halligan (ARM3)
- NLVPD Det, Godkin (ARM9)
- LVMPD Det, Downing (ARM5)
- US Deputy Marshal Minnich (ARM20)
- LVFR Brown
- LVFR Sypniewicz
- FBI SABT Towery
- FBI SABT Khan
- Capt, Boffelli

NLVPD was dispatched to serve a search warrant on the subject's residence in Mesquite. The following personnel assisted NLVPD:

- LVMPD Haskins (ARM1)
- HPD Reed (ARM4) // HDS-certified Bomb Tech//
- LVMPD Brown (ARM6)
- LVMPD Solorio (ARM8)
- LT Zack Burns

Upon arrival in Mesquite, NLVPD SWAT and ARMOR conducted a brief with Mesquite PD and proceeded to residence. SWAT utilized a ram to remove garage door and ARMOR Robot (T5) from County Response platform proceeded to enter garage. The area was largely empty and clean. The 3-4 corner of the garage contained shelving units with neatly stacked and aligned ammunition and clips of various caliber. A gun safe was opposite of the shelf.

The robot was able to open the door to the house and enter the residence from the garage. The front door showed no signs of tampering or booby trap. The house contained minimal furniture and possessions. The closets were empty. The beds consisted of box-springs and mattresses, but no bedframe. Humidifiers were located in every room. The humidifiers were checked by the robot to ensure they were not hazardous. After searching the vast majority of residence with the robot, NLVPD SWAT made entry and cleared the residence.
After scene was considered safe Strike team was appointed as the security for the Luxor due to unknown threats in the area. Strike team 2 was moved to the south of the Luxor due to people from within the crowd approaching the Mandalay Bay attempting to return to property but were unable due to Mandalay Bay being on a locked down status.

After completion of objective Strike Team 2 was relieved by day shift officers and were told to return to Bolden area command.
On 10/01/17 at approximately 2214 hrs I, Officer M. Crete P#15887 was at home when I received a phone call from a fellow officer stating that there is an active shooter at the Route 91 event. I then immediately turned on my radio and then notified my squad of what was going on. We were on our RDO at the time and decided as a squad we were going to go into work and get dressed out in case we were needed to assist. After arriving at CCAC we were listening to the radio and getting further updates of the situation and realized we needed to hit the streets to go assist. As we were driving to the scene we heard on the radio that there was another possible person with an assault rifle at the Paris hotel so we self-dispatched ourselves to that location. We joined in on a strike team there and assisted in clearing the casino floor as well as the night club. After clearing the Casino we heard about another possible active shooter at the Bellagio hotel so we quickly ran across the Blvd. and up through Bellagio valet. We grouped up another strike team at that location and assisted in clearing the casino floor.

After clearing Bellagio we made our way on foot to Tropicana and the Blvd where the medical staging/triage point was to wait for strike team deployment down to the venue. Our team ended up staying at Tropicana and the Blvd for the remainder of the evening and blocking off a body that was dropped there.
On October 1st, 2017, Officer S. Mikalonis P#15903 along with Officer P. Mills P#15854, operating as marked patrol unit 1M48 from squad CC14B, responded to the 415A at the Mandalay Bay from CCAC. We arrived on Las Vegas Blvd/ Tropicana in between the Excalibur and the Tropicana in the southbound lane as shots were still being fired. As we stopped our vehicle two victims that were shot (one in the arm and one in the foot) crossed the northbound lane into our lane. I helped the victims get over the barrier that separates the traffic and helped carry them over to a medical unit. A sergeant then pulled up from Enterprise, which I don't know the name and followed him up to the Luxor barrier where there were about 50-60 people taking cover behind the Luxor Pillar that was on Las Vegas Blvd. The sergeant directed my partner Mills to stand in front of the people who were taking cover to guard and to eliminate a threat if one approached. The sergeant then assembled a team of four officers (two of the overtime units that were at the event, the sergeant, and myself) as a designated strike team to go inside the Mandalay Bay (I don't know what strike team we were or the names of the Officers). We then jumped the gate that led to the parking lot in front of the Luxor and made our way towards the Mandalay Bay. We ran across the street on Mandalay Bay RD and went through the back clearing out the first floor. As we approached the Michael Jackson theatre to clear it out we found that there were about 1,000 people hiding in there. At the time Swat had just confirmed the 419 with the shooter. The sergeant then directed each officer to hold down a door and protect the people inside. About 20-30 minutes later, many units had showed up to our point to help out. The theatre had then become a designated evacuation point. I stayed at the evacuation point until I was told otherwise by the Sergeant that I was with.
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
Officer's Report for Active Shooter

Event #: 171001-3519

Subject: Officer's Report for Active Shooter

Unit Reporting: Tourist Safety
Division of Occurrence: Tourist Safety

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/2017 2208
Location of Occurrence: 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd

Narrative:

I, Officer J Plott P# 15907, arrived at CCAC at approximately 2300 hours on 10/01/2017 with other members of my squad, CC32B, Officer M Murray P# 9002 and FSR B Neuhauser 14861. We were unable to locate an available patrol unit, so we took Neuhauser's POV to the CP at SCAC.

Once we arrived, Murray and I were assigned to Strike Team 24 with several other Officers, including a Henderson PD officer. We were assigned to the Tropicana bridges and instructed to keep them clear. Our team split into 2 and I was assigned to the bridge between NYNY and the MGM.

At approximately 0300-0400 hours the bridges were re-opened and we reported back to SCAC for our next assignment. We were then assigned to block the west side of the Route 91 in order to prevent anyone from entering and contaminating the crime scene. We were relieved at approximately 0800 hours at which time we returned to CCAC and secured.
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICER'S REPORT

Route 91 Active Shooter

Subject

Division Reporting: BAC
Division of Occurrence: CCAC

Date & Time Occurred: 10/01/17
Location of Occurrence: Mandalay Bay 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd

Narrative:

On Sunday, October 1, 2017 at approximately 2208 hours, Officer A. Javier P#15910 was in Bolden Area Command’s pre-shift briefing when an active shooter incident occurred, located at Mandalay Bay 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd. Lieutenant Hank was advised by another officer of the incident during briefing, as the incident was confirmed over the Convention Area Command channel. BA14 was the designated “in the box” squad, as we were advised to fully equip our MACTAC gear, and to double up with another squad mate, meeting in front of Bolden Area Command.

Myself and Officer J. Bryant P#15976, signed on as 1W18 (vehicle 10491), following behind BA14’s patrol cars, driving code 3 in a single file line on the I-15 southbound to SCAC where officers from different area commands lined up, and designated a strike team. BA14 was assigned strike team 2, and further assigned to the possible 445 device on a device located at the Luxor valet. Sergeant Stark formulated a plan to create a perimeter around the vehicle, assigning BA14 units to the south of the Luxor valet, and 4 units to the east of the Luxor valet. Myself as well as Officer R. Wicks P#15400, were tasked to enter the Luxor hotel, paying attention to any suspicious persons on the casino floor as well as completely eliminating foot traffic towards Luxor’s east entrance, where the possible 445 vehicle was located. Luxor security personnel escorted myself and Wicks to the casino floor, where other security officers were assigned to keep the casino floor clear of guests. As guests attempted to walk onto the casino floor, we advised them to quickly return and remain inside their room. At approximately 0138 hours, Sergeant Stark sent a mass text to BA14 advising ARMOR had responded, discovering the suspicious device was a Google device allowing the vehicle to drive in autopilot.

BA14 quickly debriefed the 445 vehicle in the valet of Luxor, and were advised the active shooter was no longer a threat. Sergeant Stark assigned myself and Officer Bryant to park our patrol car on the North end of the Luxor to show police presence and provide security for the guests who were being slowly released from the Route 91 event. We were then advised to meet at the south entrance of the Luxor, ensuring no vehicles or persons on foot traveled eastbound towards the Mandalay Bay or where Route 91 was held.

Officers then met at SCAC on 10/02/17 at approximately 0600 hours where we were advised we were relieved of our duties, and clear to go home. Sergeant Stark advised BA14 of the A/B rosters working from 1800 to 0600 responding to CFS.

BA14 Officers involved:
Sergeant J. Stark, P#13515, (811)
Officer D. Spivey, P#15328 (1W1)

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/17 0720
Officer: A. Javier
P#: 15910

Approved By: Officer: P#:
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Event #: 171001003519

Officer M. Smith, P#15315 (1W11)
Officer R. Farris, P#15463 (1W12)
Officer D. Ottomanelli, P#15841 (1W21)
Officer J. Mercado, P#15902 (1W22)
Officer A. Javier, P#15910 (1W8)
Officer J. Bryant, P#15876 (1W18)
Officer R. Wicks, P#15400 (1W77)
Officer's Report For Active Shooter

SUBJECT

DIVISION REPORTING: BAC
DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE: BAC

DATE & TIME OCCURRED: 10/01/2017
LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festival

NARRATIVE:

On the above Date and time, I was dispatched to UMC to assist with the protection of the infrastructure. I was posted on the southwest corner at Charleston and Tonopah.

My responsibilities were to stop regular traffic from flowing Northbound. I checked credentials for the hospital staff and police before allowing them to proceed.

I also had victims arriving in taxis, uber, lift and other civilian vehicles. I gave them directions, allowed them to proceed and notified dispatch.

Many of the victims' families were arriving and dispatch didn't know of a place to stage them. I had them stage in the southwest parking lot of the UMC property. I kept them calm and level headed to the best of my ability. I answered whatever questions they had and showed empathy to their needs. I worked to have them understand that it is best for them to stay in the parking lot or go home until their family calls them, rather than go to the hospital doors trying to get in.

When the word came down to move the families to HQ building on MLK, I advised the families.

The entire time I stayed on watch for the stolen police vehicles just in case they arrived at UMC.
Mandalay Bay Shooting

Division Reporting: CCAC  
Division of Occurrence: CCAC

Date & TimeOccurred: 09/30/2017  
Location of Occurrence: 3950 S Las Vegas BLVD, Las Vegas, NV 89119

Officers Involved:
C. Sims P# 16143  
R. Rietjens P# 16101  
M. Scott P# 16139  
J. Johnson P# 16004

On 09/30/17, Officer J. Johnson P#16004, while working a graveyard shift was involved in the following events.

At approximately 2210 hours we were released from briefing after traffic came over the radio of shots fired near the Mandalay Bay hotel. I drove "Code 3" to Reno and Gilles where I parked and secured my patrol vehicle. I made my way forward to join up with a team that was forming to make entrance into the Route 91 Festival. While entering the festival it was determined that the shooter was firing from an elevated position. We made contact with civilians and began clearing civilians out of the festival. We cleared the area near the stage, underneath the stage as well as the makeshift structures west of the stage were we encountered dozens of civilians hunkered trying to take cover at which we were able to get them out of there in a safely manner. We then encountered multiple wounded and uninjured civilians and formatted a plan to use guard rails and tables to transport them to safety. We eventually formed a strike team with two officers from the Gang Enforcement Team.

Reports of "shots fired" emerged from New York New York and we made entry, as we made entry we observed that the hotel appeared to be operating as normal and immediately after we made entry there were reports that an AMR unit at Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulevard were in danger so we made our way there. We formed up with two Officer from Special Weapons and Tactics who took control of the strike team. We proceeded to the Mandalay Bay at which the Sgt from Swat received intel that a vehicle that was parked in front of the Luxor was possible equipped with explosives. After sitting on the vehicle for several minutes we proceeded to Mandalay Bay where we cleared floors 30, 27, 26 and 25. After we cleared those floors SWAT determined that we were needed at other assignments and our strike team was assigned to the Luxor hotel as Strike Team 6. The strike team was then dissolved and we were directed to find assignments from our sergeant with whom we met up with at Reno and Haven. We then spent the remainder or our time stopping foot traffic from tainting an active crime scene and helped the corners office lift the deceased off the streets.

Date of Report: 09/30/2017  
Officer #1: J. Johnson  P#: 16004  
Officer #2: M. Scott  P#: 16139  
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**LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT**
**OFFICER'S REPORT**

**Event #: 171001-3519**

**Active Shooter at Route 91 Concert**

**SUBJECT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVISION REPORTING:</th>
<th>Events Planning</th>
<th>DIVISION OF OCCURRENCE:</th>
<th>Events Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DATE & TIME OCCURRED:** 10/01/17 2208 hrs  
**LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE:** 3901 Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

**NARRATIVE:**

On October 1st, 2017, Detective S. Balonek P#6230 was assigned to the Route 91 Festival located at 3901 Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 under LVMPD event 171001-1174. I was assigned as 172SE and my partner was Glenn Brook P# 3308 and his call sign was 173SE and we were working in an overtime capacity for the event. We were in charge of pedestrian and vehicle traffic on the exterior of the fairgrounds of the festival at the intersection of Giles and Mandalay Place Drive. The location was on the far southeast end of the venue directly behind the main stage. Our initial hours of operation were tentatively from 1300 hours until 0100.

During the event a flashing light (possibly a strobe light) was observed by myself and Officer Brook coming from a room that was facing east and was somewhere between the 10th-12th floor of the Mandalay Hotel. At approximately 1700 HRS, I retrieved my binoculars from my vehicle and attempted to identify the origination of the light. The sun had set behind the hotel and allowed me to observe the light source more clearly. I observed a strobe light which appeared to be 8-10" in diameter. The strobe light was positioned at the bottom of the window and the drapes, or what appeared to be drapes, were wrapped around it. The light could only be seen from the outside of the hotel. To the south of the strobe light the drapes to the living room area were pulled about ¾ of the way and a T.V. appeared to be on. There was no movement in the room.

At approximately 2208 HRS, the main act had taken stage and was performing when we heard 3-4 loud bangs which initially was thought to be part of the show. Approximately 30-45 seconds later, we heard more of the same sound and determined it to be gunfire. The sounds appeared to be muffled and not normal. The bursts lasted approximately 3 to 7 seconds in length coming from what sounded like a fully automatic rifle. The rounds were hitting the ground close to our location, which was directly in the middle of the street adjacent to the back of the stage.

I ran back to my vehicle and retrieved my binoculars and began scanning the hotel for the shooter. Approximately 1 minute into the shooting I observed a figure in a hotel room on the north side standing in a shooting platform and appeared to be 4-5 feet from the window. The figure was firing the rifle out of his hotel room. I attempted to get on the radio to update the channel and was unsuccessful. I then switched my channel

**Date and Time of Report:** 10/09/17 0800 HRS  
**Officer:** S. Balonek  
**P#: 6230**

**Approved By:**  
**Officer:**  
**P#: **
landing on Northeast and advised the dispatcher of the possible location of the shooter. I also told her that there might be more than one shooter due to the sounds of the rounds changing. We learned later that the shooter was changing his position and direction of fire within the room.

Officer Brook, myself and one of the event staff observed some of the crowd (approximately 100-150 people) pouring out from the venue into the street directly in the path of the shooter. Officer Brook and myself ran towards the entrance of the venue located on the southwest corner and began evacuating the patrons away from the gun fire. Some of the crowd had injuries that we attempted to help with but because of the amount of concert attendees pouring out into the shooter’s target area we began to evacuate the crowd towards the east and send the injured towards the east of the venue where medical was staged. Officer Brook and I made several trips to escort the crowd to a safe location. While evacuating the patrons east we began to hear gunfire and ricochets towards are location. We continued to evacuate the crowd east throughout the night.

At some point in the evening Nevada Highway Trooper Niswonger had arrived and we all began to work as a three man element. We continued our evacuations until we were relieved around 0600 HRS.
On 10/01/2017 at 2200 hours, I Officer Q. McDaniels P# 16005 operating as marked patrol unit IV was enrt to Mandalay Bay Hotel 3950 Las Vegas Blvd 89119, in reference to the active shooter on 10/01/17 under event 171001-3519. I was dispatched to UMC trauma.

Upon arrival to UMC at 1800 W. Charleston Blvd LVN 89102, I made contact with the sergeant on scene who advised me to go to the front entrance of the trauma center. I was told to make sure that only the injured victims of the active shooter incident were the only people allowed into the trauma center and directed all personal not injured to the waiting room.
FYI On October 2nd, 2017 at approx. 0010 hours Officer Allen P#16055 was just leaving my house when I heard the news about the active shooter situation going on at the Mandalay Bay. Once I heard this I immediately drove back home to grab my gear and head into work. I contacted Sgt. Kelly to let her know I was going to come in and that I was willing to help in any way possible. I arrived at CCDC at approx. 0045 hours, from there I went to the 12th floor conference room to meet with Sgt. Kelly to report to duty. I was assigned to help with movement in South Tower (49A). The facility was already on Code Orange as I arrived, I was on post until 0500 hours until A platoon came in. Sgt. Kegley spoke with me about staying longer, I said I would stay if they needed me just in case they were going to send people out of the jail to assist. Sgt. Kegley assigned me to 2J until my shift was over at 0800 hours.
On October 1, 2017, at approximately 22:26, Officer D. Pangan, P#16097, and Officer C. Gibson, P#14009, while operating as marked patrol unit 3M3, responded to a report of an active shooter at Mandalay Bay Casino, 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV, 89119. The details of the call were that there was someone shooting automatic rifle fire into the crowd across the street at the Route 91 Music Festival.

We responded from the area of Flamingo/Paradise, Code 3 and driving southbound on Las Vegas Blvd. Approaching the scene, additional details over the radio stated the firing was coming from inside the upper floors of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. We could hear continuous bursts of rifle fire and observed civilians running in all directions from the festival.

Arriving on-scene, I stopped my patrol vehicle facing south on Las Vegas Blvd, near the southeast edge of the Luxor Casino. I retrieved the shotgun from our patrol vehicle as Officer Gibson and I exited the vehicle. I left the vehicle in park with the engine running and the emergency lights activated.

We ran westbound across the street and took cover in front of the Luxor Casino. A sergeant and multiple officers arrived in the area and a strike team was organized. The decision was made to maneuver around the flank of the shooter. Another officer and I ran to a security guard at the front of the Luxor and our strike team was led through the corner of the Luxor casino where we were able to exit the south side facing the Mandalay Bay Hotel.

We bounded by teams toward the hotel where we encountered locked doors along the north side of the building. Our team backtracked toward the garage and were able to make entry into the building through the House of Blues.

We separated into two teams, Officer Gibson, three other officers, and I, then cleared the shops along the north side of the casino. Our team then pushed south clearing the casino floor until we reached the elevators near the Mandalay Bay Gift Shop. Our team linked up with other strike teams and SWAT elements who cleared the remaining casino floor.
Our team was directed to maintain security on the elevator entrances. We observed a white male adult, walking toward us carrying a backpack. The subject was taken into custody until identified, at which point he was released and guided by other officers toward a collection area.

Later in the evening, Officers Gibson, Flamm, Rosales and I, were directed to maintain perimeter security at the northeast entrance of Valet Parking near the parking garage.

When we were relieved from our post, we discovered our patrol car had been used by Officer Haynes to transport Officer Cook to UMC.

Officer Gibson and I were transported to CCAC and checked off duty at approximately 0700.
On 10/01/17 I, Officer R. Rietjens, P# 16101, while working a graveyard shift at Convention Center Area Command was involved in the following events.

At approximately 2210 hours we were released from briefing after traffic came over the radio of shots fired near the Mandalay Bay hotel. I drove “Code 3” to Reno and Giles where I parked and secured my patrol vehicle. I heard a volley of automatic gunfire upon arriving at Reno and Giles. I made my way forward to join up with a team that was forming to make entrance into the Route 91 Festival. While entering the festival it was determined that the shooter was firing from an elevated position. We made contact with civilians and began clearing civilians out of the festival. We cleared the area near the stage and underneath the stage as well as the makeshift structures west of the stage. I encountered multiple wounded and uninjured civilians who were advised and directed out of the area.

Upon clearing the festival grounds of civilians I provided security for the fire department while they conducted a preliminary body count. They counted 19 total bodies on the festival grounds at that time.

Once FD advised they did not need further security I was instructed by a Lieutenant to provide security on an outer perimeter to prevent a flanking maneuver from another possible shooter at Giles and Ali Baba. I remained on Giles and Ali Baba until relieved by South Central Area Command day shift officers.
On 10/01/2017 I, Officer J. Woodruff P# 16117 was at the miracle mile shops with a suspect waiting to be transported for a class 2 citation when the call of an active shooter came out. I immediately released my in custody and began rolling code 3 south on Las Vegas Blvd. towards Route 91. I remember hearing that the shooter was at Route 91. As I arrived at Mandalay Bay rd. and Las Vegas Blvd., I made a U turn putting me at the NE corner of the intersection. I observed several officers running northbound towards Route 91. As I exited my vehicle intending to go into Route 91, I could hear automatic gun fire to my south west. I immediately took cover behind my vehicle. I drew my weapon and attempted to locate the shooter. While behind my vehicle, several volleys of rounds landed around myself and other officers who took cover behind my vehicle. I also noticed several more officers behind a crown vic that was parked just behind my vehicle. During a volley I noticed several officers fall backwards and could hear someone say I'm hit. I attempted to get on my radio and call out officer down, but the radio was tied up. One officer did eventually get through and I observed an officer pulling the injured officer northbound on the Blvd. The injured officer was running and appeared to be okay. A Sgt took command of the patrol units in our vicinity and had us move over the wall to our east to get better cover. He staggered us over it in teams of two.

After we were all over the wall there were several civilians who were extremely intoxicated. They kept running behind us and left our cover several times. We attempted to pull them towards us, but most would not comply. I did put a civilian in handcuffs after he walked away from cover several times for his safety. Once he calmed down, he was taken out of handcuffs and escorted to safety by other officers.

The Sgt who took charge arranged us into two teams. The two teams were to bound forward across Las Vegas Blvd., and eventually into Mandalay Bay. As we reached the NW corner of the intersection, we observed two civilians on the north east corner of Mandalay bay. They were on the ground, but we could not tell if they were hit. We performed a down civilian rescue and pulled them to the NW corner of the intersection where they would be safe. We the proceeded south into Mandalay bay through the Valet. As we approached we observed a van approaching us from the rear. We removed the occupants at gunpoint and patted them down for weapons. We then handed them off to hotel security who had several civilians at a safe location.

We then moved into the casino, clearing offices as we pressed forward. Once we reached the Mandalay Bay/Delano corridor, I was left with another Officer to watch that hallway until we were given the all clear.
NARRATIVE:

On 10/02/17 at approximately 2208 hours, while operating as marked patrol unit 3M17, I, Officer J. Rosales p#16122, was on a person stop on Las Vegas Blvd. and Harmon Las Vegas, NV 89109.

While on the person stop and waiting for prisoner transport to pick up my subject to transport to CCDC, is when it was broadcasted over the radio by an officer that there was shots fired and active shooter coming from the concert of Route 91. Myself and my partner Officer J. Woodruff let our suspect go and headed code 3 to route 91. Upon arriving, I still thought that the possible shooter was inside the concert so I made a U-turn on Mandalay Bay Rd and faced North on the Boulevard. Upon exiting my vehicle is when I noticed that the shots being fired were coming from the direction of Mandalay Bay. At that time is when I took cover behind a marked patrol vehicle that I had parked in front of while the shots were being fired. After approximately 10 to 15 minutes is when I then jumped over a brick wall due to not having enough cover and the high amounts of shots being fired and also the high power caliber.

While behind the wall I was put in a strike team with patrol sergeant and other patrol officers. While in the strike team, we bounded west across the boulevard and entered the parking lot just south of the Luxor Casino. We then bounded south towards Mandalay Bay Casino and entered the casino floor and started to clear it. The casino floor was empty besides the civilians that were left behind hiding from the assailant. Upon clearing the entire casino floor and escorting the civilians to safety, we then were put on the outer perimeter of Mandalay Bay to keep people from coming in for the rest of the night until we were relieved.

Officer: J. Rosales
P#: 16122
Date and Time of Report: 10/02/17 2208
Mandalay Bay Shooting

NARRATIVE:

On 10/02/2017 at approximately 0000 hours, Officer J. Longwell P# 9183 along with Officer B. Sakoff P# 9681 received a phone call from our Supervisor K. Rios Jr. P# 8422. Sgt. Rios stated there was an active shooter at the location of 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd (Mandalay Bay) reference LVMPD 171001-3519 and he tasked us to come in on our regular day off.

At approximately 0030 hours Officer Sakoff and I met with Lt. T. Barrett P# 4972 along with Sgt. J. Gentile P# 4220 which then tasked us to conduct infrastructure checks on hotels and high rises in the northwest area.

Officers secured at approximately 0600 hours after completing the task and without incident.
On 10/01/2017 at approximately 23:00 hours, I, Detective William Bader P#5468, was off duty when I received a call from my supervisor, Sgt. B. Carroll stating an active shooter event was currently ongoing at the Mandalay Bay Hotel/Casino located at 3950 LV Blvd. So. LV. NV. 89109. She instructed me to go to the Convention Center Area Command (CCAC) to retrieve my department emergency vehicle as well as whatever else may be needed given the circumstance. She further instructed me to report to the South Central Area Command (SCAC) where a command post had been set up.

After gathering the necessary items from CCAC, I arrived at the command post approximately thirty (30) minutes later. I was advised to check in with LT. K. Buist, P# 6966 and she would assign assignments. I, along with the other members of squad CC28, inclusive of Sgt. Carroll, were told to report to the Thomas & Mack and assist LVMFD Homicide Detectives. We were informed that non-injured victims as well as other spectators were being sent to the Thomas & Mack in an effort to receive voluntary statements from these individuals. We were instructed to contact Homicide Detectives in the event a witness had any pertinent information or video of the incident. This was done to establish timelines and sequences of the event in addition to what the victims/spectators may have seen or recorded on their phones.

Officers dealt with approximately several thousand people, giving comfort, words of encouragement and trying to make these folks as comfortable as possible. We made arrangements for food, water and blankets to be supplied. We also tried to keep the people updated as much as possible as to when they would be able to return to their respective hotels. We stayed with the victim until approximately 0700 hours at which time the hotels were off lockdown and receiving guests.
On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2315 hours, I, B. Mildebrandt, P# 5449, was off duty when a call was received from my supervisor, Sgt. B. Carroll stated an active shooting event was currently on-going from the Mandalay Bay Hotel/Casino located at 3950 LV Blvd, So. LV, NV. 89109. She instructed me to go to the Convention Center Area Command (CCAC) to retrieve my department emergency vehicle as well as whatever else may needed given the circumstance. She further instructed me to report to the South Central Area Command (SCAC) where a command post had been set up.

After gathering the necessary items from CCAC, I arrived at the command post approximately thirty (30) minutes later. I was advised to check in with LT. K. Buist, P# 6966 and she would assign assignments. I, along with the other members of squad CC28, inclusive of Sgt. Carroll, were told to report to the Thomas & Mack. We were informed that non-injured victims as well as other spectators were being sent to the Thomas & Mack in an effort to receive voluntary statements from these individuals. This was done to establish timelines and sequences of the event in addition to what the victims/spectators may have seen or recorded on their phones.

Officers dealt with approximately several thousand people, giving comfort, words of encouragement and trying to make these folks as comfortable as possible. We made arrangements for food, water and blankets to be supplied. We also tried to keep the people updated as much as possible as to when they would be able to return to their respective hotels. We stayed with the victim still approximately 0700 hours at which time the hotels were off lockdown and receiving guests.
The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by DETECTIVE R. RAFFERTY (RR), P# 8919, on 10-03-17 at 1845 hours.

RR: Operator, this is Detective R. Rafferty that's R-A-F-F-E-R-T-Y, P# 8919, conducting a victim statement, uh, related to event 171001-3519, I'm currently at Sunrise Hospital, the date and time is October 3rd, 2017 at approximately 1845 hours. I'm currently with victim [redacted] both common spelling, date of birth [redacted], phone number [redacted] uh, [redacted] All right, [redacted], tell me what happened the other night.

NP: Um, Jason Aldean had started, he was into his third set, we were about halfway up the VIP section, on the right, you know, closer to Mandalay Bay, and, uh, we didn't wanna push up too far, we'd been on the left side and gotten squeezed up and it was
uncomfortable, we'd seen Jason before so, not a big rush to - to get way up there.

um, and I s - I think I saw - I know I heard pop, you know ba- ba- ba- ba- but I think - I saw some lights, but like at - like at eye level, um, and I - I think they must've been reflecting off the hotel, just, you know, just that, and then, uh, you know, there was those first ones, um, and Jason kept playin' and then there was another set, and then he ran off stage, some people ran by, and I was worried about the - the rush, you know, gettin' crushed, it's like, "Hang on - hang on - hang on," and then, uh, there's definitely some more shots, and my wife and I got down. There was another guy there, he, uh, him and his wife, or the woman he was with, they were down, he seemed to be ex-military, seemed to have a presence, "Get down - get down," so we were down, and I kinda jumped on top of her, and then I got hit. Um, and, uh, I said, "I'm hit," and, um, we scurried - it was about 20' and we scurried underneath the bleachers that were there, and, um, he tore a shirt or took his shirt off, made a quick tourniquet; I pulled my belt off, did the same. And we waited for a break, and we just w- crawled out of there and - and boogied to the back. I made the first, uh, it was a yellow tent there that was a - a triage tent, um, they were usin' it for triage, it was probably just a medical tent during the normal day, they didn't let my wife in 'cause she - she wasn't injured. Um, so I went in and a - I think somebody maybe gave me another tourniquet, um, but they - they quickly shooed me out...

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: ...they said, "If you can walk keep goin' - keep go-," 'cause we were on the fair- you know, on the grounds.
RR: Uh-huh.

NP: "Keep goin' - keep goin'," uh, I didn't see her and realized she was probably safe, so I just - one man to get to the hospital is easier to logistically two, so...

?: Sure.

NP: ...I just told her I was headin' further out to the ambulances. Um, some more medics there, some guys with EMT shirts on, sat me down, uh, "Hey, that ambulance is goin', get in that ambulance," the ambulance driver kicked me out.

RR: Hm.

NP: Like, "No - no - no, you're - you're - you can walk - you can walk, get in that car - get in the car." So, um, there's a - the - just a - a private citizen who had a - a red Jeep there and put two people in the back and, um, his door didn't open...

?: Uh.

NP: ...didn't open from the inside...

?: Oh.

NP: ...didn't open from the outside, so I just - I just climbed in and, you know, reached on his roof rack and climbed in and then, uh, um, he was drivin' well, there was some people in the back kinda freakin' out a little bit, but we just - we just stayed right behind the ambulance and...

RR: good.

NP: ...boogied i- boogied in here.
RR: Couple questions.

NP: Go.

RR: Um, when this starts, in relationship to where you are, are you able to pick out where it's coming from? Like are - do you have any sense of presence, like where or what or...

NP: The stage is - stage is here, I think it's coming e- from this way.

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: Um, I - I keep seein' those flashes, but I think they were - I don't think I was seeing the muzzle shot.

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: I was just pickin' up somethin' that was...

RR: Headlight or something?

NP: You know some - some molding - no they were distinct.

RR: Okay.

NP: One - equally spaced, about six, and looking back on it I think that was just some molding or somethin' off the building reflecting it, um, yeah, 'cause I saw 'em twice. And then it was total chaos, so...

RR: At what time, or at any point do you realize where you're being shot at from?

NP: Shot at from? No.
RR: And despite what you may know now, at the time, like, is there any presence that...

NP: Well, okay, so I was - when we hit the deck, we were parallel to the, uh, to the VIP section.

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: And I know, my arm got pulled off for - it was in and out, so I figured it was comin' from - from the front, and that's why - and the crowd was runnin' that way, that seemed the way to go...

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: 'cause somethin' was up front. But we didn't know if they were on the ground, 'cause I wasn't hearin' any shooting back, I remember that, but...

RR: Right.

NP: ...um, didn't know if they were in the ground or elevated, so we were just boogeyin' that way.

RR: How 'bout duration, from the time that you hear fireworks to either the - the - its, you know, the cessation of shooting or maybe you're out of earshot, about how long do you think?

NP: It was less than a minute, for that I saw the fireworks, the first...

RR: Uh-huh.

NP: ...heard, second one, we got down, um, then I got hit, rolled underneath there, and then when we rolled I- came outta there and boogied to the - the triage tent...
RR: Uh-huh.

NP: ...that was probably three minutes.

RR: How long are these volleys do you think?

NP: Five and six.

RR: Seconds?

NP: No.

RR: You know, like, uh, a volley, uh, while shooting...

NP: Wa...

RR: ...the duration there's (unintelligible)...

NP: Yeah, I have an AR so it's, you know, boo - b- b- b- b- b...

RR: Yeah - yeah.

NP: B- b- b- b- b- b- its - it's that.

RR: Okay. Anything else that you think is pertinent that I may have not asked, anything that you think would help contribute to, uh, this overall investigation?

NP: Not really.

RR: Okay.

NP: Yeah. I - I haven't watched the news at all, so...

RR: Oh, okay.
NP: ...I didn't wanna - I lived it, I didn't wanna see it.

RR: Operator, this is the end of the interview, same parties are present, time now is 1852 hours.

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 89109.
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EVENT#: 171001-3519

SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SHooter / MURDER
DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17
TIME OCCURRED: 2208 HOURS

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO
3950 S. LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119

CITY OF LAS VEGAS - CLARK COUNTY

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: [REDACTED]

DOB: [REDACTED] SOCIAL SECURITY #: [REDACTED]
RACE: [REDACTED] SEX: [REDACTED]
HEIGHT: [REDACTED] WEIGHT: [REDACTED]
HAIR: [REDACTED] EYES: [REDACTED]
HOME ADDRESS: [REDACTED] PHONE 1: [REDACTED]
WORK ADDRESS: [REDACTED] PHONE 2: [REDACTED]

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by
DETECTIVE J. MCLEMORE (JM), P# 13914. Also present is Detective D.
Koop (DK), P# 4882.

JM: This is, uh, Detective Jacob McLemore, P# 13914. I'm here with, uh, Detective David
Koop, P# 4882. We're at Desert Springs Hospital.

DK: Hi this for travel 35...

JM: We're under event 171001-3519.

DK: Could you send, um...

JM: We're going to be doing an interview from a victim at room [REDACTED]
DK: Okay, will you try him on a 1523. Thank you.

JM: You put yourself on a...

DK: I gave myself a 481 and I didn't know that we even had a call.

JM: Oh. Okay, yeah. How ya doin'?

MR: Okay.

JM: I'm, uh, you okay with talkin' to us?

MR: That's okay, sure.

JM: I'm Detective McLemore, uh, from Metro Police and my partner who's comin' in here is, uh, Detective David Koop.

MR: Oh.

JM: He's right behind...

MR: And we had dinner.

?: Sat behind me.

JM: Got behind your dinner here. We're just gonna ask you some - some basic questions about everything. If you don't mind. Uh, what is your name?

MR: 

JM: 

MR: Yes.
JM: And can I verify your date of birth?
MR: Yes, it's __________
JM: __________
MR: Yes.
JM: And your current address?
MR: __________
JM: Okay.
MR: And that's __________
JM: Is that everything you got from the paper?
DK: Uh, I have no idea. I...
JM: Oh, sorry.
DK: ...I don't do it - got it myself, dude. But here's...
?: That's fine, we'll hang onto that.
DK: Here it is right now.
JM: Yeah, that's the same stuff she gave me. Is your phone number __________
MR: Yes.
JM: Is there any other phone numbers that you use?
MR: Not really.
JM: Okay. Um, where were you - or first, what were - what are your injuries?

MR: Sorry, I'm upset. Um, my arm it went through, like, the back where my elbow was kind of - and it came out through here.

JM: You had a gunshot...

MR: Yeah.

JM: ...wound through your elbow and it exited your forearm on the bottom?

MR: On the back here. Yeah, and then just grazed my thumb when it came out.

JM: 'Kay. Okay. Um...

MR: And then a bullet in my leg, too.

JM: Did you get shot in your leg or...

MR: Yeah.

JM: Okay. What happened with your leg?

MR: Um, it came out, like...

JM: You don't have to show me.

MR: Oh, okay.

JM: Yeah.

MR: I think it was - I don't know if it was from the top out or the, like, on the inside or the other way around, but there's two holes.
JM: Okay.

MR: It went right through.

JM: So entry and exit?

MR: Uh-huh, same with this, too.

JM: Okay. Where were you?

MR: I was, um, in the back on the grass area where you could bring your chairs.

JM: Uh-huh.

MR: Um, your - have you seen the layout kinda?

JM: Yeah.

MR: Okay, so it was, um...

JM: Like if you were facing the stage?

MR: Yeah, it was this way to the stage, I'm on the left side near the Budweiser cart thing and, like, a bar - there's - where they were playing, like, that throwing the bean bag...

JM: Uh-huh.

MR: ...toss, if you've seen the layout. Right in that area.

JM: Okay. Were you guys there, too?

?: No. No we weren't.
JM: What did you see?

MR: Um, initially I had seen what I thought was fireworks, um, and it came - it was by the big, um, sign that said, like, Route 91 Harvest Festival, Live Music pointing, like, that way. And it was, like, up top. Like, people were standing up there.

JM: Uh-huh.

MR: Um, and so I - we'd seen, like, some sparks and, like, smoke go up from right there and we thought it was just, you know, malfunction of fireworks that were going off in the middle of the show.

JM: Mm-hm.

MR: Um, and then I didn't think anything of it, but then we heard it again and we're, like, oh, that's weird. And we're looking around, like, where's the fireworks coming from. Um, but then we seen - or we - the music stopped and the stage went black and we seen everybody running and screaming. So we had - I was with a friend, but she's not here right now. She's back in California, but, um, so we went to, like, get up because, you know, people were running and screaming, and then we heard, like, the shooting again. And someone yelled, like, "Get down." So when I went to, like, drop down to the floor, I had gotten hit. And I don't know which area got hit first.

JM: Mm-hm.

MR: But, I just felt, um, like, the hotness. Like it felt like it was on fire and, like, the pressure of it going through. I felt that, especially in my arm. Um, and so then I had
screamed like, "I got hit. I got hit." And some - someone with a scarf gave me her scarf and she's, like, "Right here, wrap it around your arm." 'Cause this - this arm was, like, just gushing blood. The leg wasn't bleeding that much. Um, but she said, "You gotta get up and run."

JM: Did it - did it hit an artery in your arm?

MR: Um, I'm not sure.

JM: Okay.

MR: Yeah, I don't know. I just know it - it was just constant gushing blood.

JM: What did - what did - did you see after that? After you were shot?

MR: Um, I just - I just went running to, like, the paramedic tent thing.

JM: Mm-hm.

MR: And so - and that was it. Like, I didn't even look back to see what was goin' on. I just ran in there and told 'em I had been hit and I needed to be treated.

JM: Okay. Um, where did you go from there?

MR: Um, I came here. They had said they were all...

JM: How did you get here?

MR: Some guy took me.

JM: Okay.
MR: Um, they had said they ran out of paramedics and anybody that could get up and walk out into the street, um, they could get, like, somebody, like, in their own personal car to take me.

JM: Okay.

MR: So, I had volunteered. Um, "No you can't, you been shot in the leg. Like, you can't walk." I g- "I can walk, just pick me up off this floor and I'll run out there." And so I did and he said he was a fire marshall, but he was off duty. And he was in own personal car, like an Audi.

JM: Uh-huh.

MR: Um, and then there was another person that got in the back of his car. I was in the front seat. And he had been shot in the butt. And so it was him and his wife.

JM: Was this [redacted]

DK: Yeah. Big guy?

MR: Yeah.

JM: Okay.

INITIALS-A: Uh-huh. And so, yeah, he was, like, laying in the back seat or something. Sh- the wife was back there.

JM: What color was the Audi?

MR: It was dark. I don't know if it was black or, like a - it was a dark color car.
JM: Did he mention his name or anything?
MR: Um...
DK: He just said he was a fire marshal?
MR: He was a fire marshal. I don’t remember if he said his name or not.
JM: Okay. And he brought you here?
MR: Yeah.
JM: Were there anyone else with you at the concert?
MR: Mm-hm. My friend.
JM: What - is he accounted for?
MR: She didn’t get hurt, but I don’t - I don’t know if...
?: She is accounted for.
JM: You’ve talked to her?
DK: She is accounted for.
?: Yeah.
MR: Oh, yeah, yeah. She came and visited me.
DK: And she went back to California.
MR: She just went back to California.
JM: Okay. I’m only - there is some people that are missing, so...
MR: Oh.

JM: We don't know where they are, so...

MR: Yeah, no. She...

JM: Okay.

MR: I think she's been accounted for. She just wanted to get outta here and drive home.

JM: Has anyone else talked to you?

MR: Um, not like this.

JM: Okay.

MR: I mean, there was, um, maybe officers and detect- something - they wanted to come and take pictures of my wounds.

JM: Okay.

MR: Um...

JM: Did they say, like, CSA, kinda on their vests?

DK: Crime scene an- analyst for Metro probably?

MR: Um...

DK: Big fancy camera stuff, have a uniform?

MR: I think so.

DK: Down in the ER?
MR: The ER.

JM: Did, um, did you see where the shots were coming from? I know you mentioned that little scaffolding stuff, but...

MR: No. Yeah, I - yeah. We had just - I'd only seen it, like, when the smoke was going up.

JM: Okay.

MR: So it's - but it was closest to Mandalay Bay. Um, 'cause, yeah, if you looked that way, it was, like, Mandalay Bay was right behind it. Um, but I just was concerned 'cause I'm, like, how did I get shot on my left side and from the back? And - 'cause I was far away from Mandalay Bay and so that was just concerning 'cause that's - so then I thought maybe there was, like, another shooter 'cause I'm like, how would they get me from behind on my left side? And I could see, like, if it came this way out.

JM: So if you were, like, facing the stage, you're in the grass area playing the - the bean bag toss?

MR: Well, I wasn't playing it, but I was near that area.

JM: Okay.

MR: Mm-hm.

JM: And then, so facing the stage and...

MR: Mm-hm.

JM: ...this side got hit?
MR: Mm-hm.

JM: So this would have been to the left of the stage when you felt it?

MR: Yeah.

JM: Okay. Do - is there anything else that you think that we should know for our investigation?

MR: No. I didn’t - I didn’t notice anything out of ordinary.

JM: Okay.

MR: Other than that. I think, in talking to people, we were all just, like, we thought it was fireworks. Everyone thought it was fireworks at first. But then hearing just the amount of rounds going off, um, yeah. I think after we knew, okay this isn’t firework and everyone’s running and screaming. So, yeah.

JM: Do you have any questions?

DK: I can’t think of anything else.

JM: Oh. Well, I - I appreciate your time. Uh, I hope you have a full recovery.

MR: Thank you. I appreciate it.

JM: Thank you. Thanks. Thanks guys.

?: Thank you.

DK: Thank you.
That is the end of the interview. It is currently 1829 hours on Tuesday, October 3, 2017.

Sorry.

You're fine. Thanks.
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